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INTRODUCTION

In September, 1976, a two-year oral history project on women in medicine was initiated at the Medical College of Pennsylvania under a grant from Roche Laboratories. The goal of the project was to conduct a series of approximately forty interviews of scholarly and humanistic value with women physicians around the United States. These interviews constitute primary historical documents that, along with other available records, will help to advance our knowledge about the past and present role of women in the medical profession.

Despite much progress in the years between 1870 and 1900, women doctors encountered formidable obstacles in their efforts to gain a foothold in twentieth century medicine. Doubts embedded in Victorian culture regarding women's physical, emotional, and intellectual capacities continued to plague female medical aspirants well into the new century. Misgivings about the biological capabilities of women eventually gave way to social convictions against their working. As women's role became more and more that of a "scientific" homemaker, middle class women were urged to view their place at home as their "profession." Though women took advantage of higher education in increasing numbers, social pressures led them to regard such training as a means of becoming better wives and mothers rather than as preparation for a career outside the home. Few chose to brave public disapproval by studying medicine, especially when temporary careers in social work, business, and teaching requiring considerably less deviation from accepted behavioral norms became more readily available.

As the standards for medical education rose early in the twentieth century, many schools of lower quality—schools which had often been more receptive to women applicants—closed their doors. Simultaneously, the promise of coeducation and the increasing cost of first-rate training led all but one of the several "respectable" female medical schools either to merge with existing schools or to disband. The sole surviving medical college for women, the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, battled intermittent financial difficulties throughout the century. Meanwhile, professional coeducation proved disappointing to medical women. Medical institutions continued to discourage and discriminate against them in subtle ways. Though comparatively few schools denied them admission, most limited the number of female students through an informal quota system. Furthermore, women medical graduates continued to experience difficulty acquiring clinical training; as late as 1932, 86% of accredited hospitals refused to accept women as interns. As specialization increased, women found themselves concentrated in a handful of low-prestige, "feminine" fields. Few role models were available to younger women doctors.

Those women who persisted in following a career in medicine accepted these obstacles and found ways of working around them. They clustered in the specialties thought to be suited to women—pediatrics,
psychiatry, and public health—or developed medical interests such as anesthesia and pathology which permitted them a regular schedule and more flexibility to handle family responsibilities. They formed the American Medical Women's Association to compensate for being shut out of the "old boy" network represented by the American Medical Association. Some became missionaries, a choice which enabled them to express their humanitarian impulses while practicing among patients who were not in a position to be fussy about the sex of their physician. Yet despite the individual achievements of this minority, the number of women physicians remained low. Discrimination, sex role stereotyping, and the compromise of family life which the profession seemed to demand led most women to shy away from medical careers.

Over the past decade, however, the old patterns have begun to change, and medicine is currently in a state of flux. Demands for physician accountability and for better and more democratic health care have challenged the authority of the medical profession and undermined its prestige. The federal government has increased surveillance and regulation. An army of specialists has replaced the old general practitioner, and solo practice has given way to group and hospital-based care. More and more physicians are salaried. Dr. Theodore Cooper, former Assistant Secretary for Health, predicts a "total revision of the system in the next five years--a reshaping of American medicine."

The dramatic rise in the number of women seeking medical training, stimulated, in part, by the revitalization of feminism, may be among the most significant of these changes. The proportion of women medical students is approaching 25%; some pundits predict this percentage will double in the next decade. For the first time, women will have an opportunity to influence the course of American medicine and to put their own stamp upon the profession.

This project was established to explore the impact of these new developments. It was conceived as a multifaceted undertaking that would include interviews with women physicians of a wide variety of ages, specialties, practice patterns, life choices, and geographic areas. We sought out women who pursued quiet careers as well as those who rose to prominence or led unusual lives. The interviewees were chosen from a pool created by canvassing several hundred individuals, organizations, and institutions; the final group, though not representative in a statistical sense, is as comprehensive as we have been able to make it and is intended to reflect both typical and atypical experiences. In order to provide a more varied perspective, we have also included selected interviews with people whose personal lives or professional careers have been associated with those of women physicians. Taken as a whole, this material should shed light on the issues which affected women doctors and convey a feeling for the heterogeneity, the breadth of experience which has characterized women's participation in medicine over the course of this century.

The particular virtue of oral history is that it can serve as a valuable supplement to conventional historical research. It can provide insights into the thoughts and feelings underlying decisions made and
actions taken; it can convey the flavor of a living, breathing personality as the written record never could. Oral history gives a sense for life at a particular point in history as it is lived on a day-to-day basis and allows us to assess large historical movements from the point of view of the individual. Although each oral history is by definition biased, a properly-conducted interview can evoke memories, observations, and thoughts that might otherwise have been lost forever.

We have attempted in these interviews to balance an underlying uniformity of structure with responsiveness to the idiosyncratic twists and turns in the life of each individual. A set of questions developed by our academic consultant and principal interviewer, Dr. Regina Morantz, Assistant Professor of History at the University of Kansas and an authority on the history of women in medicine, served as the skeleton for all the principal interviews. This questionnaire was designed to elicit extensive autobiographical information as well as the interviewee's perceptions of current trends in medicine, particularly as they relate to the issues of female health and women's increasing participation in the profession.

The shaping of each interview, starting from the selection of the interviewee and ending with the transcription in its final form, was a complicated and time-consuming process involving extensive research into the papers, biographical records, and general background of the interviewee. As Principal Investigator, Ms. Carol Fenichel, Assistant Professor in the Department of Community and Preventive Medicine at the Medical College of Pennsylvania, originated and oversaw the Project; she was also responsible for the individual indexes and for the combined index to all the volumes. Dr. Morantz' intellectual contribution and continuing historical researches considerably influenced the substantive content of the Project. Dr. Cynthia S. Pomerleau, Project Director, supervised the preliminary research and edited the transcripts. Ms. Sarah Burke carried out most of the research and transcription in her capacity as Research Assistant. Introductions to each volume were prepared by Drs. Pomerleau and Morantz.

Our goal has been to evoke each woman's story, her own interpretation of events and of how she came to be what she is. Our hope is that we have succeeded in providing a rich body of source material for future researchers in the history of women in medicine.

* * * * *

The copyright to all interviews in the Oral History Collection on Women in Medicine is held by the Medical College of Pennsylvania. All use of tapes and transcripts is controlled by a legal agreement between the College and the individual interviewees. The tapes and transcripts have been deposited in the Archives and Special Collections on Women in Medicine of the Florence A. Moore Library of Medicine, Medical College of Pennsylvania, where they are available to authorized users of the
library according to the terms of the legal agreement. They may not be reproduced or taken out of the library. Copies of all open and unrestricted transcripts have also been deposited at the following institutions, which have agreed to abide by the same terms governing use of the material:

1. The Woman's Collection, Northwestern University Library
2. History of Medicine Division, National Library of Medicine
3. The Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America, Radcliffe College
4. Regional Oral History Office, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley
5. Biomedical Library, University of California, Los Angeles
6. Department of Special Collections, Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas

Please address further inquiries to:

Archives and Special Collections on Women in Medicine
Florence A. Moore Library of Medicine
Medical College of Pennsylvania
3300 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19129
telephone: (215) 842-6910
Dr. Ann Barnes, the second woman to complete a residency at Boston Lying-In Hospital, has conducted research on DES daughters in addition to her teaching and clinical responsibilities at Harvard. She has also served on the Admissions Committee and as chairperson of the Joint Committee on the Status of Women. Dr. Barnes discusses the vicissitudes of her eventful career as well as the problems of marrying a man seventeen years her senior, becoming the mother of six stepchildren, and raising her own son. (4 60-minute cassettes; 72 pages)

Dr. Doris Bartuska is Chief of the Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Medicine, at her alma mater, the Medical College of Pennsylvania. She is also married to an engineer and is the mother of six daughters. She describes her childhood in a Polish community in rural Pennsylvania and tells how she has coped successfully with the competing demands of career and a large family. (4 60-minute cassettes; 80 pages)

After withdrawing from her premedical studies to become a science teacher, Dr. Susan Benes returned to her original ambition and is currently an ophthalmology resident at Wills Eye Hospital. Now married to an
engineer and the mother of two small children, she discusses the difficulties and rewards she has experienced in her medical training and tells of her search for satisfactory alternatives in child care. (3 60-minute cassettes; 63 pages)

**BENNETT, MAXINE, M.D.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Birth:</th>
<th>1915</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty:</td>
<td>Otolaryngology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer:</td>
<td>Regina Morantz, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>May 13, 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Madison, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Use:</td>
<td>tapes: open transcript: open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dr. Maxine Bennett, a full-time member of the University of Wisconsin faculty since 1953, was chairperson of the Otolaryngology Division from 1959 to 1969. At the time of this interview, though hard at work on a medical textbook, she was tentatively planning to retire from medicine to pursue non-medical interests, ranging from antiquing to mountain-climbing; she even flirted briefly with attending law school! (3 60-minute cassettes; 54 pages)

**BRAUNWALD, NINA, M.D.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Birth:</th>
<th>1928</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty:</td>
<td>Thoracic Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer:</td>
<td>Regina Morantz, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>September 24, 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Weston, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Use:</td>
<td>tapes: closed until after death of interviewee transcript: open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dr. Nina Braunwald, the first woman to be board certified in thoracic surgery in the United States, has managed to combine an outstanding career in this difficult subspecialty with marriage and three children. After several satisfying years with the National Institutes of Health and a brief stint at the University of California at San Diego, she is now on the faculty of Harvard and a staff surgeon at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston. She discusses the problems of tracking two careers (her husband is also a prominent academic physician) and her intense commitment to professionalism. (3 60-minute cassettes; 57 pages)

**BROWN, DOROTHY, M.D.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Birth:</th>
<th>1919</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty:</td>
<td>General Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer:</td>
<td>Regina Morantz, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>February 27, 1978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dr. Dorothy Brown, a faculty member at Meharry Medical College and Chief of Surgery at Riverside Hospital in Nashville, was for many years the only black woman surgeon in the South. In addition to her medical duties, she has served in the Tennessee State Legislature and was the first single woman in Tennessee to adopt a child. She tells of her childhood in a Troy, New York orphanage and of the determination, energy, and hard work that enabled her to overcome the formidable obstacles she has faced in fulfilling her dream of a medical career. (5 60-minute cassettes; 88 pages)

BRUCE, NADINE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1942
Specialty: Internal Medicine
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: December 10, 1977
Place: Honolulu, Hawaii
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Although she worked as a nurse's aide, a chemist, an elementary school teacher, and a blood bank technician, Dr. Nadine Bruce's overwhelming ambition from childhood was to enter medicine. Thwarted in her first attempt to gain admittance to medical school, she persisted and is now practicing in Hawaii, where she is also on the faculty of the new University of Hawaii Medical School. She describes the difficulties of her education as well as her strict Catholic upbringing and her current satisfying relationship with an environmental engineer. (3 60-minute cassettes; 51 pages)

CLARK, ESTHER BRIDGMAN, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1900
Specialty: Pediatrics
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: December 19, 1977
Place: Palo Alto, California
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Esther Bridgman Clark was the first pediatrician to serve the San Mateo/San Jose, California area. A pioneer in the concept of group practice, she was part of the nucleus of what is now the Palo Alto Medical Clinic boasting 140 physicians. Her campaigns for smallpox and DPT immunization and later for child accident prevention led one newspaper to credit her with making Palo Alto "the safest place in the world for a
baby to be born." At the time of this interview, Dr. Clark had embarked on a vigorous retirement that includes African safaris, wild-life photography, and snorkeling. She recalls a long and satisfying career and reminisces about medical education early in the century. (3 60-minute cassettes; 42 pages)

CONLEY, FRANCES, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1940
Specialty: Neurosurgery
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: June 20, 1977
Place: Palo Alto, California
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Frances Conley, one of a handful of women trained in the difficult and demanding subspecialty of neurosurgery, serves on Stanford's faculty and practices at the Palo Alto Veterans Administration Hospital. She has also distinguished herself as a competitive distance runner. Married for thirteen years to a successful financial analyst, she and her husband have concluded that having children would be unfair to all concerned. Despite the busy schedule she must maintain to accommodate her clinical and teaching duties as well as her research interests and outside activities, Dr. Conley finds the life she has chosen a rewarding one. (3 60-minute cassettes; 71 pages)

DE SCHWEINITZ, LOUISE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1897
Specialty: Pediatrics/Public Health
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: February 18 and 25, 1977
Place: Kansas City, Kansas
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Although she ranked first nationally on Part II of her National Board examinations, Dr. Louise de Schweinitz subordinated her career to that of her husband, Dr. Daniel Darrow (now deceased), an eminent pediatrician and researcher at Yale. She spent most of her professional life working in student health and well-baby clinics, serving as a volunteer on other people's projects, and giving lectures to school and YMCA groups; raising her five children always took precedence over these part-time positions. Yet she expresses satisfaction with the choices she has made, given her options at the time. (4 60-minute cassettes; 109 pages)
DOCKING, LEAH STEVENS

Date of Birth: 1955
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: February 9, 1978
Place: Merriam, Kansas
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Both of Leah Docking's parents are physicians in rural Kansas; her sister, grandfather, uncle, and three cousins are also M.D.'s, and two brothers are in medical school. At the time of this interview, Ms. Docking was newly married to a young lawyer and, following family tradition, had embarked upon her own medical career as a first-year student at the University of Kansas Medical School. She talks about her hopes for the future, which include a practice in rural Kansas like that of her parents. (3 60-minute cassettes; 49 pages)

DOLBY, KAREN, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1936
Specialty: General Practice
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: April 1, 1978
Place: Westcliffe, Colorado
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Karen Dolby is the only physician in a sparsely populated county in Colorado, where her duties have included those of coroner and sheriff as well. Married to a high school science teacher and the mother of five children, she credits her husband's active participation in the child-rearing process with minimizing the conflicting demands of career and family. After several satisfying years as a rural physician, Dr. Dolby is tempted by the idea of moving to a teaching center and becoming involved in academic medicine. (3 60-minute cassettes; 64 pages)

DUSTAN, HARRIET, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1920
Specialty: Cardiology
Interviewer: Ellen Chesler
Date: April 4 and 5, 1977
Place: Cleveland, Ohio
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

After almost thirty years of research on cardiovascular disease and hypertension at the Cleveland Clinic, Dr. Harriet Dustan was looking forward at the time of this interview to a major shift in her career—to the Directorship of the Cardiovascular Research and Training Center at the University of
Alabama Medical School; she was also serving a year as President of the American Heart Association. She recalls her childhood in the starkly beautiful countryside of northern Vermont and the single-minded determination that has led to her current prominence as a researcher in a field just now coming into its own. (4 60-minute cassettes; 60 pages)

FAY, MARION, PH.D.

Date of Birth: 1897
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: July 11, 1977
Place: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Marion Fay's long career as president and dean of the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania brought her into extensive contact with woman physicians, including many of the great names in modern medicine, on both a personal and professional basis. Dr. Fay shepherded the College through the critical War years and helped to fend off the threat of a merger with Jefferson Medical College; later she participated in the series of steps leading to the College's ultimate decision to become co-educational. She describes her childhood in New Orleans, her training as a physiological chemist, and the series of events that thrust her into a leadership role during some of the most tumultuous years in the College's history. (3 60-minute cassettes; 54 pages)

GAMBLE, VANESSA

Date of Birth: 1953
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: March 15, 1978
Place: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Terms of Use: tapes: closed until the death of the interviewee's father
transcript: open

Raised by her mother and grandmother in the black ghetto of West Philadelphia, Vanessa Gamble managed to gain entrance to an academically-oriented public high school and then to the first freshman class of the new and innovative Hampshire College. At the time of this interview, Ms. Gamble was living in West Philadelphia once again--this time as an M.D./Ph.D. candidate at the University of Pennsylvania. She tells of the many strong and supportive people who helped her to overcome the sexual, racial, and class barriers she faced and speaks about her goal of involvement in social policy planning as well as the practice of medicine. (3 60-minute cassettes; 53 pages)
HARDY, HARRIET, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1906
Specialty: Occupational Medicine
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: October 13 and 14, 1977
Place: Lincoln, Massachusetts
Terms of Use: tapes: open	ranscript: open

Dr. Harriet Hardy was a friend and professional associate of Dr. Alice Hamilton, pioneering industrial toxicologist, and has had a distinguished career in her own right in occupational medicine at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard. At the time of this interview, Dr. Hardy had retired but maintained a lively interest in her field. She describes her start as a school physician and her sudden rise to prominence when she demonstrated the hazards of the industrial use of beryllium; she also gives a fascinating glimpse of her delightful relationship with the Hamilton sisters. (4 60-minute cassettes; 68 pages)

HASELTINE, FLORENCE, PH.D., M.D.

Date of Birth: 1942
Specialty: Obstetrics and Gynecology
Interviewer: Joyce Antler, Ph.D.
Date: August 8, 1977
Place: New Haven, Connecticut
Terms of Use: tapes: restricted until the death of the interviewee's parents--interviewee's permission required	ranscript: open

At the age of six, Dr. Florence Haseltine decided to follow in her father's footsteps and earn a Ph.D. in physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; at the age of twelve, she made up her mind to become a doctor. Having achieved both these goals, she is now an assistant professor of obstetrics and gynecology and a fellow in human genetics at Yale University--after a brief pause along the way to produce (with a co-author) a best-selling novel based on her experiences as an intern. What does the future hold? "Well, I would probably like to run a medical school someday." In addition to her dynamic professional career, Dr. Haseltine discusses her childhood in the Mojave Desert, the breakup of her first marriage, her subsequent remarriage, and her hopes of starting her own family. (5 60-minute cassettes; 131 pages)

HELLER, FREDERICKA

Date of Birth: 1945
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: March 14, 1978
Fredericka Heller brings a varied past to her career in medicine, including work as a court interpreter in Spanish, as a bi-lingual secretary, as an English teacher in Mexico (where she lived for several years with her first husband, a Mexican national), and as owner and operator of a Mexican import shop. When this interview took place, Ms. Heller had divorced her first husband and married a biology professor at Albright College who has legally adopted her young son. At 32, she is a second-year medical student at the University of Pennsylvania and commutes to her home near Reading, Pennsylvania on weekends. She discusses the advantages and drawbacks of being a "late starter" in medicine. (3 60-minute cassettes; 56 pages)

Dr. Judith Herman works as the Psychiatric Director of a woman-controlled mental health center and part-time staff psychiatrist at a multi-racial community mental health center; she also writes a health column for Sister Courage, a Boston-based feminist newspaper. She has done groundbreaking research on incest, heretofore dismissed as rare, showing how shockingly widespread the practice is. In this interview, she describes her upbringing in the New York Jewish intellectual community, the adjustments demanded of her at Radcliffe, and the breakup of her marriage; she also reflects upon the evolution of her feminist consciousness and its political implications for her as a physician. (3 60-minute cassettes; 56 pages)

An "all-around girl" and May Queen, Dr. Grace Holmes was discouraged from her medical aspirations in college and was almost tracked into nursing instead. But she persisted and, shortly after graduation, embarked with her
husband upon the first of two extensive stints as medical missionaries in Malaysia and Tanganyika. She now works 3/4 time in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Kansas and also assumes most of the responsibility for her six children, a multi-racial brood of whom five are adopted. Although she doesn't consider herself a feminist, she has become involved in lodging a complaint against K.U. Medical Center for withholding tenure from half-time faculty, most of whom are women. (5 60-minute cassettes; 90 pages)

HOWELL, MARY, PH.D., M.D.

Date of Birth: 1932  
Specialty: Pediatrics  
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.  
Date: April 15, 1978  
Place: Watertown, Massachusetts  
Terms of Use: tapes: closed for seven years 
transcript: open

Dr. Mary Howell served as the first female Associate Dean at Harvard Medical School, where she wrote (under the pen name of Margaret A. Campbell) "Why Would A Girl Go Into Medicine?", a major survey of the problems encountered by women attempting to enter the medical profession. Twice-divorced and the mother of six, Dr. Howell has emerged as an active and articulate spokeswoman for the feminist health movement. At the time of this interview, she had recently returned to the Boston area after practicing for several years in a collectively-run child health station in rural Maine and was working at a neighborhood health clinic, where she has been involved in precedent-setting efforts to unionize all employees from physicians to custodians. (4 60-minute cassettes; 73 pages)

JEFFRIES, RHONDA, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1951  
Specialty: Pediatrics  
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.  
Date: February 20, 1978  
Place: Shawnee Mission, Kansas  
Terms of Use: tapes: open 
transcript: open

When interviewed, Dr. Rhonda Jeffries was completing her residency in pediatrics at the University of Kansas Medical Center. She looked forward to joining the staff of the Children and Youth Project, serving a poor, black population whose experience contrasts sharply with her own middle-class background. As the wife of a radiologist and mother of two small children, she discusses the compromises and extra responsibilities required to maintain both career and family. (3 60-minute cassettes; 49 pages)
KARATINOS, GILLIAN, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1943
Specialty: General Practice
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: October 29, 1977
Place: Crofton, Maryland
Terms of Use: tapes: restricted--interviewee's permission required
transcript: restricted--interviewee's permission required

Dr. Gillian Karatinos earned her M.S. in physiology in 1967 and worked as a physiologist for the Navy Department before beginning medical school in 1971. She was the only member in her freshman medical class. At the time of this interview, she was working as the associate of a busy suburban general practitioner. (4 60-minute cassettes; 72 pages)

KOENEKE, IRENE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1898
Specialty: Surgery
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: March 6, 1977
Place: Halstead, Kansas
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Irene Koeneke went to the Hertzler Clinic in Kansas to study surgery and stayed to marry the clinic's founder—twice-divorced, nearly 27 years her senior, and the author of such popular books as Horse and Buggy Doctor. Though she has retired from surgery, she maintains an active medical practice there; she has also developed one of the few National Health Museums in the country, as a memorial to her husband. She describes her difficulties in securing surgical training and decries the changes that the medical profession has undergone in recent years. (4 60-minute cassettes; 79 pages)

MAGEE, JONI, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1941
Specialty: Obstetrics and Gynecology
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: April 1, 1977
Place: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Joni Magee is committed to practicing obstetrics in a non-traditional setting, and her published articles deal largely with
educating doctors to the patient's point of view. Recently divorced and the mother of three children, Dr. Magee was employed at the time of this interview at Booth Maternity Center, where she worked with a team of nurse-midwives to provide family-centered obstetrical care. She tells how her own negative experiences in childbirth, compounded by her husband's unsupportive attitude, governed her choice of specialty. (3 60-minute cassettes; 67 pages)

McGREGOR, ELIZABETH, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1916
Specialty: Pathology
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: May 10, 1977
Place: Chicago, Illinois
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

After a hard-fought-for medical education that included a fellowship working with Dr. George Papanicolaou, developer of the Pap smear, Dr. Elizabeth McGrew has had a distinguished academic career in laboratory pathology at the University of Illinois, with a particular emphasis on cancer research. She describes the difficulties she faced in gaining admission to medical school and, later, her inability to secure a residency in hand surgery, the field of her choice. But her persistence has been rewarded with great career satisfaction—including a year as president of the American Medical Women's Association, an organization that plays an important social role in her life. (3 60-minute cassettes; 58 pages)

MICHAELESON, BERYL, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1918
Specialty: General Practice
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: July 27, 1977
Place: Eagle Butte, South Dakota
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Beryl Michaelson began her colorful career as a schoolteacher and later as a physician for the Indian Health Service in Alaska, where one of her proudest achievements was the initiation of successful ambulatory chemotherapy for tuberculosis. She then spent seventeen years as a general practitioner in her hometown of Humboldt, Iowa and describes with acerbity the mounting paperwork and malpractice insurance rates that finally drove her out of private practice. At the time of this interview, she had returned to the Indian Health Service, this time in South Dakota, where she was serving as a staff physician at the United States Public Health Service Hospital; she expresses her satisfaction at meeting the needs of a medically-deprived population. (4 60-minute cassettes; 69 pages)
In 1947, Dr. Alma Dea Morani, one of the few women surgeons of her day, became the first female member of the American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. In this interview, she tells of her childhood as the daughter of Italian immigrants in New York City, where her father earned his living casting monumental statuary for public buildings, and relates her own avocation as a sculptor to the aesthetic aspects of plastic surgery. She also reviews her long and distinguished career as a member of the faculty of her alma mater, the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, and her active involvement with the Medical Women's International Association. (5 60-minute cassettes; 106 pages)

Dr. Victoria Nichols feels that she has faced greater discrimination as a woman than as a black in her medical career. But despite the obstacles, she secured a prestigious residency in obstetrics and gynecology at the Mayo Clinic and now serves on the faculty of Southern Illinois University, as well as with the Illinois Department of Public Health as a maternal health consultant. She explains the reasoning that has led her, while supporting women's rights, to question the Equal Rights Amendment and to become involved with anti-abortion groups. She also discusses the conflicts she experiences as a professional woman who is married and the mother of two pre-school children. (3 60-minute cassettes; 48 pages)

Scholl, Catherine

Date of Birth: 1950
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: March 13, 1978
Place: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Terms of Use: tapes: closed permanently
transcript: open
Catherine Scholl began her career as an obstetrical nurse at the New York University Hospital Medical Center. But after shepherding women through several hours of labor, she found it frustrating to have to turn them over to a physician for the actual delivery. She seriously considered midwifery training but finally opted for medical school and at the time of this interview was in her third year at Thomas Jefferson University Medical School. (3 60-minute cassettes; 56 pages)

SCUDDER, IDA, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1900
Specialty: Radiology
Interviewer: Joyce Antler, Ph.D.
Date: November 30, 1977
Place: Riverside, Connecticut
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Four generations of the Scudder family--42 members in all--have dedicated themselves to missionary service. Dr. Ida Scudder, niece and namesake of the founder of what is now the Vellore Medical College and Hospital, carried on her aunt's tireless work in India for 35 years and, though formally retired, still returns periodically as a consultant. She describes her frenetic introduction, after the sketchiest of language training, into a chronically understaffed hospital. She goes on to tell of roadside clinic excursions where hundreds of sick and injured would congregate for treatment, and of her decision to specialize in radiology in response to the hospital's needs. The interview affords insight into what was once one of the major career options for women physicians. (4 60-minute cassettes; 69 pages)

SHAINNESS, NATALIE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1915
Specialty: Psychiatry
Interviewer: Ellen Chesler
Date: February 12 and 20, 1977
Place: New York, New York
Terms of Use: tapes: closed for five years
transcript: closed for five years

Dr. Natalie Shainess, a prominent psychoanalyst, studied or associated with many important figures in psychiatry, including Harry Stack Sullivan, Clara Thompson, Karen Horney, Erich Fromm, and Frieda Fromm-Reichmann. In recent years, she has emerged as a spokeswoman on women's issues and has agitated for the improvement of women's status within the profession. She is the mother of two physicians, one of whom (Ann Spiegel, M.D., q.v.) was also interviewed in connection with this project. (7 60-minute cassettes; 141 pages)
Dr. Marjorie Sirridge stopped practicing for five years when her four children were growing up; she later experienced difficulty in establishing herself professionally because of the unorthodox residency training she worked out to accommodate her need for a part-time program. After many years in private practice with her husband, she has joined the faculty of the University of Missouri-Kansas City Medical School, an innovative, six-year medical school whose student body is 50 percent female. Despite the new school's problems, Dr. Sirridge remains enthusiastic about teaching in this experimental program and is very conscious of serving as a role model for both female and male students. (5 60-minute cassettes; 110 pages)

Dr. Mary Sirridge is the daughter of Dr. Marjorie Sirridge (q.v.); at the time of this interview, she was an assistant professor of philosophy at the University of Wisconsin. She talks movingly of her experience growing up as the daughter of a professional woman and the influence it has had on her life—a subject of more than theoretical interest now that she is married and considering starting her own family. (1 60-minute cassette; 17 pages)

Dr. Stephen Sirridge, a psychologist, is the son of Dr. Marjorie Sirridge (q.v.). Unlike that of his sister, Dr. Mary Sirridge (q.v.),
his experience growing up as the child of a woman physician has not been an entirely positive one. Yet as an adult, he takes great pride in his mother's accomplishments. (1 60-minute cassette; 18 pages)

SOULE, JAN, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1945
Specialty: Pediatrics
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: December 16, 1977
Place: Del Mar, California
Terms of Use: tapes: open

Dr. Jan Soule had already had her first child when she entered the charter class of the University of California-San Diego's new medical school. Her second child was born between her third and fourth years in medical school, while she was working on a research project on DDT in breast milk. She and her husband later adopted a third child, a Vietnamese refugee. At the time of this interview, she had embarked on an academic career in pediatrics at her alma mater. She describes her attempts to apply new solutions to old problems by arranging a shared-residency program, seeking part-time positions, studying and occasionally using acupuncture techniques, setting up an alternative birth center, and ministering to her own needs through Zen meditation. (4 60-minute cassettes; 75 pages)

SPIEGEL, ANN, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1947
Specialty: Pediatrics
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: June 21, 1977
Place: San Francisco, California
Terms of Use: tapes: closed until the death of the interviewee's parents

Dr. Ann Spiegel comes from a family of physicians—her mother (Natalie Shainess, M.D., q.v.), father, and brother are all psychiatrists. At the time of this interview, Dr. Spiegel was just beginning her career; several major life choices lay ahead of her. She had just resigned from her job—as a pediatrician for a state-funded project to deliver comprehensive care to a multi-racial, low-income population—and was debating the relative merits of joining an established practice versus setting up a new joint practice. (3 60-minute cassettes; 47 pages)
SPURLOCK, JEANNE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1921  
Specialty: Psychiatry  
Interviewer: Joyce Antler, Ph.D.  
Date: June 2, 1978  
Place: Washington, D.C.  
Terms of Use: tapes: closed for ten years  
transcript: open

Dr. Jeanne Spurlock was hospitalized with a broken leg at the age of nine and emerged with two firm convictions: "I could have done things better for a child in the hospital than was done for me" and, "Poor people got such terrible care." Her resulting determination to become a physician carried her from the black neighborhood in Detroit where she grew up, through the rigors of a medical education financed largely through her own efforts, to her current position of prominence as Deputy Medical Director of the American Psychiatric Association (where she specializes in the problems of women and minorities). She has also served as Chairperson of Meharry's Department of Psychiatry and maintains faculty appointments at Howard and George Washington University as well as a private psychoanalytic practice. She describes the discrimination she has experienced throughout her career both as a black and as a woman—starting in high school, when she was barred from the track team and the editorship of the school paper. (3 60-minute cassettes; 49 pages)

STEELE, PAUL

Date of Birth: 1954  
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.  
Date: March 7, 1977  
Place: Prairie Village, Kansas  
Terms of Use: tapes: open  
transcript: open

At the time of this interview, Paul Steele was a fifth year medical student in an innovative six-year program at the University of Missouri-Kansas City Medical School. He speaks of the influence that women professors such as Dr. Marjorie Sirridge (q.v.) have had upon his perception of women's role in medicine. (1 60-minute cassette: 17 pages)

STITT, PAULINE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1909  
Specialty: Pediatrics/Public Health  
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.  
Date: December 9, 1977  
Place: Honolulu, Hawaii  
Terms of Use: tapes: open  
transcript: open
Born to a mother who left high school to elope and a father whose aspirations for her did not extend beyond 'towel girl' in a rest room, permanently crippled in a polio epidemic that killed her brother, Dr. Pauline Stitt had to overcome many disadvantages to achieve her current pre-eminence in the field of pediatrics and public health. From the vantage point of a vigorous 'retirement' in Honolulu (where she teaches ½ time at the University of Hawaii), she reviews a rich life that has included important posts in the Children's Bureau as well as a distinguished academic and clinical career and wide-ranging outside interests. She has seen—and influenced—many changes in the pattern of American medicine, which she describes with great vivacity. (7 60-minute cassettes; 110 pages)

STURGIS, KATHARINE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1903
Specialty: Public Health
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: July 11 and 12, 1977
Place: Wynnewood, Pennsylvania
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Despite her late start in medicine—she received her M.D. at 38, after a medical education interrupted by two years in a tuberculosis sanatorium—Dr. Katharine Sturgis has had a long and distinguished career as a researcher and specialist in diseases of the chest. Her lively stories and anecdotes paint a fascinating picture of her life and times and shed light on the history of the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, her alma mater, where she served for many years as Chairperson of the Department of Community and Preventive Medicine. She also discusses the vicissitudes of her personal life, which has included three marriages and two children. (6 60-minute cassettes; 88 pages)

THOMAS, CAROLINE BEDELL, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1904
Specialty: Epidemiology
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, Ph.D.
Date: November 2, 1977
Place: Baltimore, Maryland
Terms of Use: tapes: restricted—interviewee's permission required
transcript: restricted—interviewee's permission required

When Dr. Caroline Bedell Thomas's three children were young, her professional life was limited to a series of research fellowships and part-time academic and clinical appointments. Then, she played an important role in establishing the link between streptococcal infection
and rheumatic fever; and in 1946, she launched the Precursors Study at Johns Hopkins, a pioneering epidemiological project on predictors of cardiovascular disease and other conditions that is now the longest prospective study of its type in the country. She remains professionally active at the age of 73. (4 60-minute cassettes; 82 pages)

WILSON, MARJORIE, M.D.

Date of Birth: 1924
Specialty: Administration
Interviewer: Regina Morantz, M.D.
Date: November 1, 1977
Place: Washington, D.C.
Terms of Use: tapes: open
transcript: open

Dr. Marjorie Wilson followed the standard educational pattern of college, medical school, internship, and residency, but since then she has developed an unusual career as a high-level administrator. After serving many years in the National Institutes of Health and the Veterans Administration, she now works with the Association of American Medical Colleges, where she is responsible for the accreditation of medical schools and the development of a management program for medical school deans and other executives. Dr. Wilson and her husband postponed having children until her career was well established, and she discusses the impact of this decision upon her life. (5 60-minute cassettes; 86 pages)
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THOMAS 41, 43, 49
BEAVER CITY, NEBRASKA
BENNETT 1
BEDELL, FREDERICK
THOMAS 2
BEDELL, SARAH
THOMAS 1
BEDPAN AWARD (FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING)
BENNETT 50
BEETHOVEN, LJUDWIG VAN
STITT 100-101
BELL, E. T.
MCGREW 24
BELLEVUE HOSPITAL- INTERNSHIP
BRAUNWALD 23, 24-27
BELLEVUE HOSPITAL- RESIDENCY AT
BRAUNWALD 28
SCUDDER 31-32, 61
BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS
BARNES 46
BELOIT COLLEGE (WI)
BENNETT 43
BENNETT COLLEGE (GREENSBORO, NC)
BROWN 23-31
BENNETT, GRANVILLE
MCGREW 34, 35, 38
BENNETT, IVAN
WILSON 61
BENNETT, WILLIAM LYMAN
BROWN 24
BERGOFF, HERBERT
DOCKING 24
BERRY, DEAN
HARDY 43
BERRY, LEONIDAS
MCGREW 48
BERWICK, DR.
GAMBLE 30
BERYLLIUM POISONING
HARDY 41, 42, 44
BERYLLIUM POISONING RESEARCH
HARDY 35-36, 39
BETATRON
SCUDDER 40

BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL (BOSTON)
HASELTINE 75, 77, 100

BETHANY MEDICAL CENTER (KANSAS CITY) - RESIDENCY
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 52-53

BETHEL, ALASKA
MICHAELSON 35, 36-42

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
DE SCHWEINITZ 2, 3-4, 5, 6

BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA
DE SCHWEINITZ 1-4, 5

BETHUNE, MARY MCLEOD
SPURLOCK 9

BETTINGER, DR.
DOCKING 32

BETTY CROCKER HOMEMAKING AWARD
HASELTINE 34

BETZ, BARBARA
THOMAS 63

BIELE, FLORA HERMAN
STURGIS 32

BIERMAN, JESSIE
STITT 76

BIGNERS, ISSAC
SHAINESS 21

BIOCHEMISTRY - STUDY OF
FAY 1, 2, 3

BIOPHYSICIST - DECISION TO BECOME A
HASELTINE 43

BIRCH, CARROLL LA FLEUR
MCGRUE 45

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
DUSTAN 24

BIRTH CONTROL
BARNES 57
BARTUSKA 59
BENNELL 4

DE SCHWEINITZ 44-46, 47, 98, 102-103

GAMBLE 43-44

HARDY 26-27, 28, 32
KOENEKE 32-34, 35, 51
MICHAELSON 60-61
NICHOLS 39
SCUDDER 59-60

STITT 45-46, 47-48, 49
THOMAS 46

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC (BALTIMORE)
THOMAS 46

BIRTH CONTROL PILLS
HASELTINE 121-122
BIRTH CONTROL- CLINICS
DE SCHWEINITZ 59-60
BIRTH DEFECTS CENTER (K.U.)
HOLMES 56, 61
BIRTHPLACE- BOSTON
DOLBY 1
BIRTHPLACE- CALIFORNIA
CONLEY 1
BIRTHPLACE- CHICAGO
BRUCE 1
SOULE 1
BIRTHPLACE- ILLINOIS
NICHOLS 1
BIRTHPLACE- IOWA
MICHAELSCN 1
BIRTHPLACE- KANSAS
JEFFRIES 1
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 1
BIRTHPLACE- MASSACHUSETTS
HARDY 1
BIRTHPLACE- MINNESOTA
HOLMES 1
KOENEKE 1
MCGREW 1
BIRTHPLACE- NEBRASKA
BENNETT 1
BIRTHPLACE- NEW JERSEY
HELLER 1
BIRTHPLACE- NEW ORLEANS
FAY 1
BIRTHPLACE- NEW YORK
STITT 1
BIRTHPLACE- NEW YORK CITY
BRAUNWALD 8
HERMAN 1
MORANI 3
SHAINESS 1
BIRTHPLACE- NORTH DAKOTA
HOWELL 1
KARATINGS 2
BIRTHPLACE- OHIO
SPURLOCK 10
BIRTHPLACE- PENNSYLVANIA
BARTUSKA 1
DE SCHWEINITZ 2
BIRTHPLACE- PHILADELPHIA
BROWN 1
GAMBLE 1
HASELTINE 1
MAGEE 1
STURGIS 1
BIRTHPLACE- VERMONT
DUSTAN 1
BISEXUALITY
SHAINNESS 92-93
BJORNSTJERNE, BJORNSON
STITT 99
BLACK AMERICANS
KOENEKE 58-59
BLACK CHILDREN- LACK OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
NICHOLLS 1
BLACK Ghetto LIFE
BROWN 20-21, 48-49
GAMBLE 2, 6, 12-13
SPURLOCK 7
BLACK HISTORY
BROWN 26
BLACK MEDICAL SOCIETIES
BROWN 37-38
BLACK MEDICAL STUDENTS
NICHOLLS 36-37
BLACK MEN
GAMBLE 29, 45
SPURLOCK 2, 36
BLACK MIDDLE CLASS
BROWN 25-26
BLACK PATIENTS
JEFF FRIES 34
STITT 53-54, 72-73
BLACK PATIENTS- TREATMENT OF
GAMBLE 34
NICHOLLS 38
BLACK PEERS
SPURLOCK 17
BLACK PHYSICIAN
SOULE 14
BLACK PHYSICIANS
BROWN 37-38
GAMBLE 40-41, 42-43
SPURLOCK 27-28
THOMAS 67
BLACK POWER MOVEMENT
GAMBLE 16, 25
NICHOLLS 17
BLACK PRIDE
NICHOLLS 13
BLACK PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
GAMBLE 38
BLACK PROFESSIONALS
SPURLOCK 39
BOOTH MATERNITY CENTER  
MAGEE 40-42, 43  
BORDELEY CLINIC (JOHNS HOPKINS)  
THOMAS 54-55  
BORDELEY, JAMES  
THOMAS 54, 55, 56  
BORKOVICH, KATIE  
THOMAS 66  
BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL  
DE SCHWEINITZ 34, 37  
BOSTON CITY WELFARE DEPARTMENT  
STITT 81  
BOSTON LYING-IN HOSPITAL  
BARNES 23, 29, 31  
STITT 81  
BOSTON LYING-IN HOSPITAL - DISCRIMINATION AT  
HASELTINE 77, 79, 80  
BOSTON LYING-IN HOSPITAL - MEDICAL POLITICS AT  
BARNES 36  
BOSTON LYING-IN HOSPITAL - RESIDENCY AT  
BARNES 35-36  
HASELTINE 74-92  
BOSTON PSYCHOANALYTIC INSTITUTE  
HERMAN 47  
BOSTON U SCH OF MED  
DOLBY 1, 2, 7  
HARDY 53  
STITT 79-81, 84, 91  
BOSTON UNIVERSITY- RESIDENCY AT  
HERMAN 32-35, 38  
BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH COLLECTIVE  
HOWELL 46, 60, 61  
BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH CONFERENCE  
HOWELL 60  
BOSTON- BIRTHPLACE  
DOLBY 1  
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS  
HARDY 30  
STITT 14-16  
BOWDITCH, MR.  
HARDY 34-35, 39  
BOWIE, MARYLAND  
KARATINGS 34
BROOMALL, ANNA
MORANI 38
BROTHER (SAM ROSENBAUM) - ACCEPTANCE OF FIRST MARRIAGE BY
STURGIS 20
BROTHER (SAM ROSENBAUM) - HELP DURING TUBERCULOSIS ILLNESS
STURGIS 40
BROTHER (SAM ROSENBAUM) - PROVISION OF SCHOLARSHIP BY
STURGIS 37
BROTHER - A DELINQUENT
BRUCE 9-10, 25
BROTHER - ADOPTED
BRUCE 7-10
BROTHERS - IMPORTANT INFLUENCE
STURGIS 9
BROTHERS - OPPOSITION TO FIRST HUSBAND
STURGIS 17-19
BROWN, DORCITHY
NICHOLS 21
BROWN, J. BARRETT
MORANI 50-51, 56-60, 61, 71
BROWN, MADELAINE
THOMAS 32, 40
BROWN, WILLIAM
DUSTAN 17
BRUCKER, DR.
SCHOLL 47
BRUGGER, JEANNE
BARTUSKA 66
BRUSSELS RESTAURANT (NYC)
SHAINESS 68
BRYANT, MRS.
GAMBLE 5
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
CONLEY 9, 13-17
FAY 27-28
KARATINOS 1
WILSON 13-17, 18-19, 20, 23
BRYN MAWR SCHOOL FOR GIRLS - PHYSICIAN AT
THOMAS 48
BU BER, MARTIN
KARATINOS 1
BUCHAN, RON
STURGIS 75
BUCKNELL JUNIOR COLLEGE
BARTUSKA 14-16, 22, 27
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
BARTUSKA 14, 16-17
BENES 16
BUDDY SYSTEM - EXCLUSION FROM
BARTUSKA 37, 45
BUDDY SYSTEM— FOR WOMEN
BARTUSKA 59, 72
BUENA VISTA COLLEGE (IOWA)
MICHAELSCN 17
BUFFALO CITY HOSPITAL (NY)
STITT 63, 93
BUFFALO CITY HOSPITAL- INTERN AT
STITT 28, 39-43, 45, 49-54, 56, 58
BUFFALO CITY HOSPITAL- STAFF AT
STITT 60-61
BULL, CLE
STITT 99
BURCHARD, MARY AGNES
SCUDDER 18-19
BURGESS, ROBERT
SOULE 1-7, 10, 11
BURLINGTON, VERMONT
DUSTAN 12
BURNETT, CAROL
BRUCE 14
BURR, RAYMOND
SOULE 48
BUSSMANN, DR.
BRUCE 21
BUTLER, MARGARET
KOENEKE 37-38, 66
BUTLER, MIRIAM
STURGIS 37
BUTTS, ANNA
BROWN 16-17
BYARS, LOUIS T.
MORANI 59
CABOT, HUGH
STITT 27-28, 100
CALIFORNIA
HELLER 22
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
THOMAS 8, 12
CALIFORNIA- BIRTHPLACE
CONLEY 1
CALLAGHAN, JOSEPH
BROWN 23
CALLAHAN, KATHLEEN
MICHAELSCN 13
CALLAHAN, MARY
MICHAELSCN 13
CALVERT SCHOOL (MARYLAND)
THOMAS 49, 61
CAMBRIDGE HOSPITAL
HOWELL 41
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
SCUDDER 32
CAMBRIDGE, NEBRASKA
BENNETT 1
CAMP CHEDWEL
STITT 21
CAMP CCUNSELOR
BENNETT 23
CAMP DOCTOR
DE SCHWEINITZ 64, 66
CAMPBELL, BUCK
KOENEKE 36
CAMPBELL, ELDRIDGE
THOMAS 34
CAMPBELL, MARGARET A.
HOWELL 22
SPURLOCK 24
CAMPBELL, RALPH
STITT 24
CAMPFIRE GIRL
HELLER 11
CAMPFIRE GIRLS
BENES 10
KOENEKE 13-14
CAMPING
BENNETT 43, 45
SCUDDER 14
CAMPING EXPERIENCE
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 8
CAMPUS SCHOOL (ITHACA, NY)
THOMAS 13, 15
CANCER PATIENTS
BENES 43-44
SCHOLL 25
CANCER RESEARCH
MCGREW 36-37
CANCER TREATMENT
SCUDDER 51
CANDY STRIPER
SOULE 15
CANNON, IDA
STITT 65
CANOE TRIP ACCIDENT
BARNES 45
CAPE CCD
KARATINCS 11
CAPLAN, GERALD
STITT 91, 93
CARBONI, JOSEPH
MORANI 39
CARDIAC CLINIC (JOHNS HOPKINS)
THOMAS 51, 53, 54
CARDIAC SURGERY- RESEARCH IN
BRAUNWALD 35-37, 44
CARDIAC SURGERY- SPECIALTY CHOICE
BRAUNWALD 21, 29-30
CARDIOLOGY- SPECIALTY CHOICE
DUSTAN 24
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE- RESTRICTION OF PRACTICE TO
THOMAS 57
CAREER CHOICE- ATTITUDE OF PARENTS
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 11-12
CAREER CHOICE- ATTITUDE TO MEDICINE AS
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 7-8
CAREER- FAMILY'S EXPECTATIONS FOR
SIRRIDGE, MARY 10
CAREER- LACK OF CONFLICT ABOUT
SIRRIDGE, MARY 16
CARLETON COLLEGE (MINNESOTA)
MCGREW 12-13, 14-15
CARLETON COLLEGE (MINNESOTA)- SCIENCE AT
MCGREW 12-13
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA
HARDY 31
CARMEN, DAVE
WILSON 46
CARMICHAEL, HOAGY
STITT 15
CARMICHAEL, STOKELY
BROWN 65, 66
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
WILSON 1, 18, 36
CARRIER, BEATRICE
DE SCHWEINITZ 30
CARRINGTON, ELSIE
BENES 50
FAY 50
CARROLL, ANNA
HASELTINE 87-89, 90
CARRON, MISS
KARATINGS 13
CARTER, DR.
THOMAS 37, 59
CASE WESTERN RESERVE SCH OF MED
DUSTAN 42
KARATINGS 18, 20, 21
CASE WESTERN RESERVE SCH OF MED- APPLICATION TO
SOULE 28
CASE WESTERN RESERVE SCH OF MED- FACULTY AT
DUSTAN 27-28, 41
CHAPMAN, PAUL
STURGIS 48, 51, 52, 54, 65
CHARACTER-BUILDING IN CHILDREN
CLARK 27-28
CHARITY HOSPITAL (NEW ORLEANS) - INTERNSHIP
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 36-42
CHARLES B. WALTON COMPANY
STURGIS 21-22
CHARLES M. DECKER AND BROTHERS
HARDY 4
CHARLIE VCN RAT
HELLER 17, 18
CHASE, MICHAEL
MICHAELSCN 39, 40, 41
CHASE, ROBERT
CONLEY 28
CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM
STITT 54
CHAUTAUQUA LAKE
STITT 21
CHEATLE, ESTHER
BRUCE 26
CHEKOV, ANTON
STITT 100
CHELEY, COLORADO
BENNETT 23
CHEN, KATHERINE
DE SCHWEINITZ 28-29
CHENOWITH, ALICE
STITT 98
CHEST X-RAY SURVEY (PHILADELPHIA)
STURGIS 51, 54
CHESTNUT HILL COLLEGE
MORANI 100
CHEWELAH, WASHINGTON
HOLMES 12
CHIANG KAI-SHEK, MADAME
MORANI 57
CHICAGO LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
HOLMES 44
CHICAGO SCHOOL BOARD - CANDIDATE FOR
SPURLOCK 23
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
BRUCE 1
SOULE 1
SPURLOCK 18, 23, 29
CHIEF RESIDENT
BROWN 52
CHILD
BARNES 9, 44-50
JEFFRIES 2-10
KARATINOS 1-10
MAGEE 1-10
NICHOLS 2-11
SCHOLL 4-8
SCUDDER 2-15
SHAINESS 3-10
SIRRIDGE, MARY 2-12
SOULE 2-14
SPIEGEL 1-8, 9-10, 11-12
SPURLOCK 2-16
STITT 1-22
STURGIS 1-12
THOMAS 2-15
WILSON 5-10, 17-18
CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES
BENNETT 5-13
DE SCHWEINITZ 2-13
HOLMES 3-11
KOENEKE 2-12, 14, 20-21
MCGREW 2-10
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 2-13
CHILDHOOD- ALONER IN
SHAINESS 10
CHILDHOOD- ALONENESS IN
GAMBLE 9
CHILDHOOD- DYSLEXIA IN
BARNES 9
HASELTINE 3, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20-21, 29
CHILDHOOD- EDUCATION IN
CLARK 8
CHILDHOOD- FAMILY VIOLENCE IN
HASELTINE 4-5
CHILDHOOD- HOSPITALIZATION
SPURLOCK 13, 16
CHILDHOOD- HYPERACTIVITY IN
HASELTINE 3, 19, 20, 37
CHILDHOOD- ILLNESS DURING
BENNETT 11
BROWN 9
BRUCE 2, 4, 5, 13
FAY 1
HOLMES 10, 14
KOENEKE 2, 12
NICHOLS 9-10, 11
SCUDDER 2, 6, 10, 11
SOULE 13-14
STITT 10-11, 12-17
CHILDHOOD- INDEPENDENCE IN
MICHAELSON 12, 13
CHILDHOOD— INFLUENTIAL UNCLE
KOENEKE 11-12
CHILDHOOD— INJURY IN
SPURLOCK 11
CHILDHOOD— IRISH NURSE
STURGIS 5-6, 10-11, 23
CHILDHOOD— MUSIC IN
BARTUSKA 4, 12
CHILDHOOD— POVERTY IN
DUSTAN 9-10
CHILDHOOD— RELIGION IN
GAMBLE 5
CHILDHOOD— RESPONSIBILITIES DURING
BRUCE 6
CHILDHOOD— RESPONSIBILITIES IN
GAMBLE 8-9
CHILDHOOD— SHYNESS IN
HOWELL 7
CHILDHOOD— SPEECH DEFECT IN
HASELTINE 20
CHILDHOOD— SPEECH PROBLEM IN
GAMBLE 14
CHILDHOOD— TOMBOY IN
HARDY 5
MICHAELSCN 3, 8, 11
SCHOLL 5, 7
SOULE 11
STURGIS 9-10
CHILDHOOD— UNHAPPINESS IN
SIRRIDGE, MARY 2
CHILDREN
BARTUSKA 28-29, 30-33, 47-49, 73, 74-75
BENES 39, 46, 49, 51-54
BRAUNWALD 30-35, 51, 52-53
DE SCHWEINITZ 41, 48, 51-54, 64-66, 78, 82-83, 87
DOLBY 15, 37-40, 43-44, 57-58, 59
HOLMES 50-52, 56, 59, 67-68, 69-72, 75
HOWELL 1 ET PASSIM
JEFFRIES 38-39
MAGEE 30, 32, 38-39, 45, 48-50, 62, 63
NICHOLS 28, 32-34, 44-45
SHAINNESS 20, 31, 45, 48-50, 67, 69, 72-77, 113
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 45-56, 65-73, 104-105, 106
SOULE 29-31, 35-42, 44-47, 51, 68, 71
STURGIS 23-27, 31, 33, 38-39, 46, 57-58, 81
THOMAS 45, 47-51, 61, 62, 73, 74
WILSON 42-48, 63, 82
CHILDREN AND YOUTH CLINIC (KANSAS)
JEFFRIES 33-35
CHILDREN AND YOUTH PROGRAM

STITT 83

CHILDREN—ADOPTION OF
HOLMES 50-52, 56, 59, 70-71
HOWELL 32-33

CHILDREN—CAREERS OF
DE SCHWEINITZ 49

CHILDREN—CONSIDERATION OF HAVING
BRUCE 18, 39
HERMAN 42
SPIEGEL 34, 37

CHILDREN—DECISION NOT TO HAVE
CONLEY 42-43

CHILDREN—DESIRE FOR
BROWN 43
DICKING 34
GAMBLE 38
HASSELTINE 105-107
HELLER 36
KOENEKE 18, 61
SCHOLL 41, 46
SPURLOCK 45
STITT 87

CHILDREN—DISSATISFACTION OF
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 67, 70

CHILDREN—EXPERIENCE OF BEING MULTI-RACIAL
HOLMES 67

CHILDREN—HIGH ACHIEVING
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 68-70

CHILDREN—NATURAL BORN
HOLMES 59

CHILDREN—PRIDE IN MOTHER OF
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 67

CHILDREN—SUBSTITUTES FOR OWN
CLARK 22
HARDY 38

CHILDREN—TREATING VERY ILL
SPIEGEL 28-29

CHILDREN'S BUREAU (U.S.)
DE SCHWEINITZ 63, 77
STITT 45, 61, 63-76, 81, 82-85, 97

CHILDREN'S COMMUNITY CENTER (NEW HAVEN, CT)
SCUDDER 27-28

CHILDREN'S HEALTH COUNCIL
CLARK 27-29, 31, 37, 38

CHILDREN'S HEART HOSPITAL (PHILADELPHIA)
SCUDDER 28

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (BOSTON)
DE SCHWEINITZ 34
HOWELL 34, 38
STITT 15, 19-20, 28, 78, 81
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (OAKLAND, CA) STITT 76, 77
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (PHILADELPHIA) HELLER 43
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (PITTSBURGH)- RESIDENCY AT WILSCN 23, 28-33, 34-35
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (SAN FRANCISCO) STITT 40
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL (SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA) SOULE 44
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA STITT 76
CHILDREN'S REHABILITATION UNIT (K.U.)
DE SCHWEINITZ 72, 73, 77-79, 82-83, 92
HOLMES 53, 56
CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA HASELTINE 8, 22
CHINESE LANGUAGE- STUDY OF HOLMES 46
CHIRICO, ANNA-MARIE GAMBLE 33-34
CHIROPRACTIC MEDICINE SOULE 52
CHOMSKY, NOAM HOWELL 16-17
CHOW, MEI LING MORANI 97
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (COLUMBIA, MISSOURI) SOULE 2, 17
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOSPITAL (INDIA) SCUDDER 50-51, 62
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA) SCUDDER 3, 32, 41-44
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- COEDUCATION AT SCUDDER 42-44
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- FACULTY AT SCUDDER 28-31, 33-40
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- FOUNDING OF SCUDDER 45-46
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- RADIOLOGIST AT SCUDDER 33-40
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- REGISTRAR AT SCUDDER 38
CHRISTIAN MED COLL (INDIA)- UPGRADING OF SCUDDER 38-39
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF INDIA SCUDDER 42-43
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS CLARK 25-26
CHRONIC DISEASES

STITT 88

CHRYSLER CORPORA TION

WILSON 50

CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN

DOLBY 33

CHURCHILL, EDWARD

BARNES 24, 26, 27, 28

CIANFRANI, THEODORE

KOENEKE 39, 40

CIPOLLA, MR.

KARATINCS 30

CITIZENS CONCERN FOR LIFE

NICHOLS 38

CIVIL RIGHTS

WILSON 71-72, 77

CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES

HERMAN 21, 23

HOLMES 72-73

SOULE 21

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

BROWN 65-66

GAMBLE 7, 15, 25

HARDY 6

HASELTINE 54

HOWELL 37

MAGEE 19

NICHOLS 13, 17, 40

SPURLOCK 36

CLARK, EMILY

MAGEE 22, 61

CLARK, JIM

SPIEGEL 26, 32-34, 35

CLARK, NEW JERSEY

SCHOLL 1

CLEAVER, ELDRIDGE

BROWN 65

CLEVELAND CLINIC

DUSTAN 22-23, 25-30, 42, 52

SIRRI DGE, MARJORIE 44, 45-46

CLEVELAND CLINIC - CLINICAL RESEARCH DIRECTOR OF

DUSTAN 23

CLEVELAND, OHIO

BARNES 25, 26

BENES 1, 2, 4

THOMAS 6

CLINIC OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT (YALE)

DE SCHWEINITZ 49

CLINIC - RUN AS A COLLECTIVE

HOWELL 66-67
CLINIC—WORK IN A SPIEGEL 30–31
CLOTHIER, FLISS THOMAS 33
CLOTHING BUSINESS—WORK IN HELLER 23
COBB, STANLEY THOMAS 40, 43, 44
COBURN, ALVIN F. THOMAS 53
COCONUT GROVE FIRE BARNES 41
CODDINGTON, DR. MICHAELSON 46, 48
COOMAN, ERNEST HARDY 47
COFFEEN, FRANK BROWN 3, 21–22
COFFEEN, JANET BROWN 3, 5, 21–22, 82
COGESHALL REPORT WILSON 62
COGHILL, GEORGE KOENEKE 31, 35
COHEN, A. J. STURGIS 40, 41, 44, 51
COHEN, ELIZABETH BARNES 58
COHEN, LOU STURGIS 57
COHEN, WILBUR STITT 85
COHN, MILDRED HASELTINE 73
COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU, INDIA SCUDDER 53–54
COLBURN, FRANCIS DUSTAN 18
COLE, ED BARNES 9
COLE, WARREN MCGREW 33, 36
COLLEAGUES—PROBLEMS WITH SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 59
COLLEGE BARNES 7–8, 11, 13–15
BARTUSKA 13, 14–17, 27
BENES 14–25
BENNETT 14–17
BRAUNWALD 13–15, 16
BROWN 23-31
BRUCE 15-18
CLARK 11-16
CONLEY 9, 13-18
DE SCHWEINITZ 19-22
DOCKING 22-28
DOLBY 16-21
DUSTAN 8, 10, 11, 12-13, 18-19
GAMBLE 18-27, 28
HARDY 9, 11-14
HASELTINE 23, 30-32, 36, 37, 42-45
HELLER 13-19, 29, 30, 32
HERMAN 13-14, 16, 18
HOLMES 17-23, 25
HOWELL 6, 12-17
JEFFRIES 12-20
KARATINGS 14-16, 17, 18, 19, 21
KÖENEKE 11, 14, 15-17
MAGEE 11-12, 13, 15, 16, 17
MCGREW 11-13, 15
MICHAELSON 17-18, 19, 20
MORANI 22-26
NICHOLS 14-18
SCHOLL 12, 13-16
SCUDDER 15-16, 18-21
SHAINESS 11-12, 14
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 15-22, 26
SOULE 15, 17-25
SPIEGEL 12-16
SPURLOCK 5, 9, 13, 17-22
STITT 5, 24-27, 29, 31-32
STURGIS 16, 27, 30
THOMAS 18-22
WILSON 13-17, 18-19
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF PHILADELPHIA
BARTUSKA 70
FAY 23
STURGIS 42, 62
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF PHILADELPHIA- LIBRARY
FAY 8
COLLEGE OF SAINT CATHERINE (MN)
HOWELL 11
COLLEGE OF ST. FRANCIS (JOLIET, IL)
BRUCE 16-18
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER (OHIO)
KARATINGS 2, 14-16, 17, 18, 19, 21
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS
KARATINGS 2
COLLEGE- BELONGING TO A SORORITY IN
DOCKING 32, 26
JEFFRIES 14-16
COLLEGE- BLACK STUDENTS IN GAMBLE 22
COLLEGE- BOYFRIENDS IN HASELTINE 45-46
COLLEGE- CHOICE OF CONLEY 6
COLLEGE- CLASS PRESIDENT IN HARDY 13
COLLEGE- COMPETITIVENESS IN HOLMES 26
MORANI 31
COLLEGE- CONSIDERATION OF DROPPING OUT Heller 17
COLLEGE- DATING IN BENES 17
CONLEY 14, 17
HOWELL 14
JEFFRIES 16, 18
MCGREW 14
COLLEGE- ENGLISH MAJOR IN HARDY 9
COLLEGE- EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES HELLER 17-18
COLLEGE- FRIENDSHIPS IN BENNETT 17-18
COLLEGE- INFLUENTIAL TEACHERS IN BENNETT 16
DE SCHWEINITZ 19-20
HARDY 12-13
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 21
SOULE 19, 20
COLLEGE- JOINING A SORORITY IN BENES 24
COLLEGE- LEAVE OF ABSENCE FROM GAMBLE 22
COLLEGE- MAY QUEEN HOLMES 40-41
COLLEGE- OTHER PREMEDICAL STUDENTS IN BENES 12, 18-19
DOLBY 18
NICHOLS 17-18
SOULE 19-20
COLLEGE- PREMED WCMEN IN BRAUNWALD 15
MORANI 22-24
COLLEGE- PREMEDICAL STUDIES HOWELL 19
COLLEGE- RADICAL IN HARDY 13, 14
COLLEGE- RAPE DURING
  BENES 19-21, 22

COLLEGE- ROMANCE IN
  KOENKE 16-17, 21-22

COLLEGE- STUDY OF MUSIC IN
  BARTUSKA 14

COLLEGE- STUDY OF SCIENCE IN
  BARTUSKA 14

COLLEGE- SUPPORTIVE FACULTY IN
  HOLMES 20-21, 22

COLLEGE- SUPPORTIVE FELLOW STUDENTS IN
  HOLMES 21, 25-26

COLLEGE- TUTORING IN
  HOLMES 22

COLLEGE- WINNING OF CREATIVE WRITING AWARD IN
  DOLBY 19

COLLEGE- WORK DURING
  BENES 18
  DOLBY 16-19, 20
  GAMBLE 23
  HOWELL 14
  SCHOLL 15
  SPURLOCK 18
  STITT 26-27, 32

COLLER, FREDERICK
  DOLBY 30

COLLINS, PEGGY
  MICHAELSON 10

COLOMBO PLAN
  SCUDDER 39

COLORADO MEDICAL SOCIETY
  DOLBY 55

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORDOC
  DOLBY 2, 8, 12, 47, 50

COLUMBIA U ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOL
  CLARK 11

COLUMBIA U COLL OF PHYS AND SURG
  BARNES 25-26, 30
  BENNETT 43-44
  DE SCHWEINITZ 18, 26
  SCHOLL 32
  WILSON 23

COLUMBIA U COLL OF PHYS AND SURG- DISCRIMINATION BY
  SHAINESS 15
  SOULE 28

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
  DE SCHWEINITZ 23-25

COLUMBIA- NY STATE PSYCH INST- RESIDENCY AT
  SHAINESS 44-46, 52, 75-76

COMFORT, HOWARD
  THOMAS 15
COOKE, ROBERT
STURGIS 78

COOLEY, DENTON
STEELE 14

COOPER, BOOTS
MAGEE 26

COOPER, DAVID
STURGIS 41, 44-45, 46, 51, 53-55, 76

COOPER, DONALD
MORANI 90
STURGIS 74

COOPER, JOHN
WILSON 59, 60, 62, 72

COOPER, PETER
THOMAS 1

COPE, LIZA
BARNES 12, 24, 25

COPE, CLIVER
BARNES 11-12, 24, 26-29, 40-43, 53, 56

COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL (BOSTON)
STITT 15

CORCORAN, ARTHUR
DUSTAN 23, 24

COREA, GENA
THOMAS 67

CORNELL AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
STITT 25

CORNELL U MED COLL
BARNES 25, 40
HARDY 9, 13-21, 23, 25, 50
SCHOLL 32
SCUDDER 22
SHAINESS 95

CORNELL U MED COLL- DISCRIMINATION AT
BARNES 25
WILSON 69

CORNELL U MED COLL- FELLOW AT
MCGREW 34

CORNELL U-NEW YORK HOSPITAL SCH OF NURSING
SCHOLL 15, 16-21

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
BENES 15
THOMAS 2, 6-7, 8, 12, 67

CORNER, GEORGE W.
KOEKENKE 56

COSSMAN, HARRIET
SCUDDER 19

COST ACCOUNTING- FOR HOSPITALS
STITT 71-72

COUNCIL FOR CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH
THOMAS 66
COUNCIL FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE RESEARCH
THOMAS 66
COUNCIL OF NATL INST OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
STURGIS 69
COUNSELING OF STUDENTS
HARDY 34
COUPLES ORIENTATION OF SOCIETY
CONLEY 64
COURT INTERPRETER- WORK AS A
HELLER 19
CRAFTSBURY ACADEMY
DUSTAN 4
CRAFTSBURY, VERMONT
DUSTAN 1, 2, 7
CRAIGHILL, MARGARET
DE SCHWEINITZ 28, 30
FAY 16-19, 20-25
SCUDDER 44
STURGIS 62
CRANE, INDIANA
WILSON 36
CREATIVE WRITING AWARD
DOLBY 19
CREHORE, ALBERT C.
THOMAS 2, 6, 8, 13
CREHORE, BENJAMIN
THOMAS 6
CREHORE, JOHN DAVENPORT
THOMAS 7
CRESCENTIAN, SISTER
BARTUSKA 11
Crippled Children's Bureau (Wisconsin)
BENNET 33
CROFTON, MARYLAND
KARATINOS 1
CRONKITE, DEAN
BARNES 14
CROOKSTON, MINNESOTA
HOLMES 1
CROSBY, ELIZABETH
DOLBY 21, 23
STITT 42
CROW, SAMUEL
THOMAS 42
CRUMP, JEAN
FAY 16
HARDY 56
CULTURE OF POVERTY
GAMBLE 47
NICHOLS 42
CUMMINGS, JIM
BROWN 72
CUMMINGS, MARTIN
WILSON 57, 58, 60
CYSTIC FIBROSIS CLINIC
SOULE 44
CYTOPATHOLOGY LABORATORY (U OF ILL COLL OF MED)
MCGREW 35
DAISLEY, DR.
WILSON 45
DAIX, LILLIAN
STURGIS 13
DAKOTA CITY, IOWA
MICHAELSON 2, 45-50
DANDY, WALTER
THOMAS 34, 35, 41, 54
WILSON 8, 9
DANIEL C. DARROW AWARD
JEFFRIES 30
DANIELS, JOSEPHINE JANUARY
DE SCHWEINITZ 29
THOMAS 29
DANIELS, WORTH
THOMAS 29
DANOWSKI, TED
WILSON 29, 34, 38, 50
DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA
HOLMES 63
DARROW, DANIEL
DE SCHWEINITZ 34 ET PASSIM
STITT 65
DARROW, DANIEL- A LIBERAL
DE SCHWEINITZ 61-62
DARROW, DANIEL- ATTITUDE TO WIFE'S CAREER
DE SCHWEINITZ 42
DARROW, DANIEL- REASONS FOR LEAVING YALE
DE SCHWEINITZ 70-71
DARROW, DANIEL- WILMINGTON RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DE SCHWEINITZ 79
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
HELLER 2
DARTMOUTH MED SCH
DUSTAN 13
HARDY 51
DARTMOUTH MED SCH- VISITING PROFESSOR AT
HARDY 53-54, 58
DATING
GAMBLE 25, 32
DAVIDOV, IDA
HASELTINE 61
DAVIDSON, WILBUR
   THOMAS 26
DAVIS, CAROLYN
   HASELTINE 33
DAVIS, LOUISE
   BROWN 69
DAVIS, PASCAL
   BROWN 72
DAVIS, WARREN
   MORANI 62
DAVISON, WILBERT
   DE SCHWEINITZ 32
DAY CARE CENTER- ORGANIZED BY WMCP STUDENTS
   FAY 16
DAY CARE TEACHERS- TRAINING OF
   HOWELL 36
DAY, EVA
   HOWELL 33
DE LANGE, CORDELIA
   STITT 91
DE SCHWEINITZ, KARL
   DE SCHWEINITZ 57
DE SCHWEINITZ, LOUISE
   HOLMES 58
   THOMAS 29
DEANS' COMMITTEE (PHILADELPHIA)
   FAY 27, 30-31
DEATH- DEALING WITH
   BROWN 47-48
   CONLEY 58
   SCHOLL 21-22
DEATH- EARLY EXPERIENCE WITH
   MORANI 8-9
DEATH- EXPERIENCE WITH
   HOWELL 28
DEATH- EXPERIENCES WITH
   STITT 23, 35, 43, 53, 82
DEBAKEY, MICHAEL
   STEELE 14
DEBATING TEAM
   SPURLOCK 15
DECHERNEY, ALAN
   HASELTINE 93
DECISION TO BECOME A BIOPHYSICIST
   HASELTINE 43
DECISION TO BECOME A CRCTCR
   BARNES 4, 8
   BARTUSKA 13, 15-16, 17
   BENES 6, 10, 11, 26, 27
   BENNETT 11, 15, 18
DECISION TO BECOME A NURSE
HOLMES 18-19

DECISION TO BECOME A PHYSICIST
HASELTINE 18, 28, 31, 36

DECISION TO ENTER MEDICAL SCHOOL
STEEL 4

DECISION-MAKING IN MEDICINE
BARNES 30
BARTLSKA 35-36
BENES 37-38
BENNERT 27-28
BRAUNWALD 26-27
BROWN 45-46, 50
BRUCE 28
CLARK 21
CONLEY 35
DE SCHWEINITZ 37
DOLBY 31
DUSTAN 23
HARDY 21
HERMAN 35-36
HOLMES 39, 41-42
HOWELL 28-29
JEFFRIES 31
KARATINOS 55
KOENEKE 41-42
MAGEE 31, 35
MCGREW 27-28, 30, 31-32
MICHAEL SCN 34
MORANI 42-43
NICHOLS 26-27
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 42-43
SOULE 42
SPIEGEL 25
SPURLOCK 31
STITT 58-59
STURGIS 50-51
THOMAS 37-38
WILSON 32-33
DECKER FAMILY
HARDY 2, 3
DEGLER, CAR
HELLER 15
DEKRUIF, DR.
HARDY 31
DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA
SOULE 39, 40, 48
DEL MUADO, FE
MORANI 84-85
STITT 91
DENTISTRY- EARLY EMPLOYMENT IN
MORANI 28-29
DENVER, COLORADO
DOLBY 47
HASELTINE 14
DEPRESSION (ECONOMIC)
BARNES 4
BENNETT 12, 20
BROWN 24
CLARK 25
DUSTAN 9, 11
HARDY 3, 7, 17, 24
MCGREW 16
MICHAEL SCN 11
NICHOLS 1, 5
SHAINESS 4, 7, 32
McGrew 17-18
Morani 19, 22-23
Sirridge, Marjorie 15-17, 21-23, 26
Soule 16, 18-19
Stitt 16
Sturgis 3-4
Discouraging Periods
Soule 34-35, 51
Discrimination Against Women in Medicine
Bennett 49
Dolby 30
Hardy 43-44
Sturgis 55-57, 76-77
Discrimination- Against Jewish Student
Michaelson 29
Discrimination- Against Jewish Students
Shainess 12, 15
Spurlock 22
Discrimination- Against Older Medical School Applicants
Karatinos 32
Discrimination- Against Women in Medicine
Brown 63
Bruce 22, 33-34
Fay 13-14, 38-39, 40, 48
Haseltine 80, 82
Holmes 77-78, 84-85
Howell 34, 40
Karatinos 63
Koeneke 27
Nichols 21, 28
Scholl 39-40, 41
Scudder 33
Shainess 90-91
Soule 49, 55-57, 59, 61
Spiegel 8-9, 18, 35-36
Steele 7-8, 11, 15-16
Spurlock 28, 32-33, 34
Stitt 78-79
Wilson 71-72
Discrimination- Against Women Patients
Karatinos 60
Discrimination- As a Faculty Member
Holmes 77-78
Sirridge, Marjorie 56, 60-61, 100, 101
Discrimination- At WMCP
Morani 65, 90
Discrimination- By Male Interns
Spurlock 30
Discrimination- By Surgeons
Brown 55
Discrimination—by Surgical Residency Programs
McGrew 31, 33
Discrimination—During Career
Dustan 14, 20, 42-43
Discrimination—in Administrative Appointments
Wilson 54, 56
Discrimination—in College
Howell 13
Morani 24-25, 31
Scholl 36
Discrimination—in Faculty Opportunity
Fay 4
Karatinos 29
Discrimination—in Graduate School
Karatinos 25, 26-27
Discrimination—in Internship Possibilities
Barnes 25-26
Herman 28-29
Koenke 37
McGrew 27
Morani 38
Shainess 25
Stitt 28, 40
Discrimination—in Medical School
Brown 36
Conley 22-23
Hasettine 73
Howell 22
Jeffries 23-24, 25-27
Karatinos 43-51, 67
Shainess 16
Spiegel 19
Spurlock 23, 24
Stitt 33-34
Thomas 32
Discrimination—in Medical School Admission
Barnes 17
Howell 19
Michaelson 20-21
Shainess 12-13, 15
Soule 28
Spurlock 22
Stitt 28
Discrimination—in Plastic Surgery Training
Morani 57-58
Discrimination—in Residency
Brown 49
Clark 19
Discrimination—in Residency Appointment
Brown 44
SPURLOCK 14, 17, 29
THOMAS 36, 37
DISCRIMINATION- IN SPECIALTY CHOICE
MAGEE 51
DISCRIMINATION- IN SURGERY
SIRRIEGE, MARJORIE 32, 95
DISCRIMINATION- LACK OF AWARENESS OF
DUSTAN 14
DISCRIMINATION- REACTION TO
SHAINESS 25-26
DISCRIMINATION- TOWARDS BLACKS
BROWN 7-8, 22, 25-26, 31-32, 33, 35, 76-77
NICHOLS 4, 9, 28, 37
SPURLOCK 2, 11-12, 14, 15, 22, 36, 38,
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD
BARTUSKA 46
DIVORCE
HASELTINE 24, 48, 52, 59, 103, 107
MAGEE 47, 58
SHAINESS 9, 73, 81-82, 106, 113
STURGIS 27, 28
DIVORCE (FIRST)
HOWELL 18, 21
DIVORCE (SECOND)
HOWELL 50, 52-53
DOCKING, WILLIAM
DOCKING 23, 24, 26, 28, 33-34, 36-39, 45
DOCTORATE IN PSYCHOLOGY
HOWELL 19-22, 27
DODD, MISS
SCUDDER 49
DODGE, KATHARINE
THOMAS 32
DOG FOOD FACTORY- WORK IN
MCGREW 11, 12
DOMESTIC- WORK AS A
BROWN 11-13, 22
STITT 26
DONAHUE, VAL
HASELTINE 77
DORSET DONKEY (NEWSPAPER)
HARDY 14
DORSET, VERMONT
HARDY 11, 14, 24
DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR
STITT 100
DOUGLASS COLLEGE (RUTGERS UNIVERSITY)
HASELTINE 4, 5
DOUGLASS, JOSEPH
STITT 85
DOVER, MASSACHUSETTS
BARNES 6

DRATMAN, MARY
BARTUSKA 30, 59

DREW, DR.
DOLBY 31

DREW, CHARLES
SPURLOCK 22

DREWRY'S BLUFF, VIRGINIA
BROWN 1

DRIFTERS (JACKSON, NH)
BARNES 41

DRINKER, CECIL
HARDY 33, 43

DRINKER, PHIL
STURGIS 75

DRINKER, PHILIP
HARDY 33, 43

DRINKER, PROFESSOR
HARDY 37

DUBOS, RENE
STURGIS 76

DUCKWORTH, DR.
STITT 12

DUFF, LYMAN
THOMAS 35

DUKAKIS, MICHAEL
HERMAN 40

DUKE U SCH OF MED
KARATINOS 18, 21

DUNHAM, ETHEL
DE SCHWEINITZ 63

DUREEMA, BARBARA
SCUDDER 16-17

DUSTAN, HANNAH
DUSTAN 6

DUTTON, A. C.
BROWN 28-29

DYCK, CORA
KOENEKE 23, 36, 43, 67, 73

DYING PATIENTS
BENES 43-46

DYING PATIENTS- HOME MANAGEMENT OF
BENES 44

DYSENTERY
SCUDDER 61

DYSLEXIA- INFLUENCE OF, ON CHILDHOOD
BARNES 9
HASLETINE 3, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20-21, 29-30

EAGLEVILLE SANATORIUM (PA)
STURGIS 40-41, 47, 57
EARHART, AMELIA
DE SCHWEINITZ 24-25, 37
EAST GREENBUSH, NEW YORK
SOULE 2, 10, 17
EAST LAWN DORMITORY (U OF IOWA)
MICHAELSCN 19
EAST SANDWICH
STURGIS 38
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
FAY 31
EASTERN VIRGINIA MED SCH
WILSCN 68
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL
HELLER 5
EDMONDS, MISS
SCudder 45
EDSALL, DAVID
HARDY 33, 42-43, 49
EELES, CAROLINE
MCGRew 4
EENT RESIDENCY- CONSIDERATION OF
MICHAELSCN 43-44
EHRENREICH, FREDa
Gamble 19
EHRlich, PAUL, R.
DOLBY 15
EIGHT HUNDRED NORTH BROADWAY
THOMAS 28-29, 46
EINSTEIN, ALBERT
HARDY 40
EKG TECHNICIAN- WORK AS A
HELLER 31
ELDRICH, DR.
MICHAELSCN 20
ELIOt, MARTHA
DE SCHWEINITZ 63
STITT 63, 65, 66, 71, 75, 79
THOMAS 64
ELIOt, T. S.
STITT 66
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY
HELLER 1, 4
ELLINGTON, BUFFORD
BROWN 71
ELIOTT, DEAN
BARNES 14
ELLIS, HAVELock
DE SCHWEINITZ 103
HARDY 27, 31
KOEKE 31
EXHAUSTION - PERIOD OF HARRY 30-31
EXXON BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BENNET 43
EYELASH RESEARCH
SOULE 57-58
FABER, HAROLD
CLARK 21, 23, 28
FAILURE - ATTITUDE TOWARDS GAMBLE 19
FALBO, ANN
SCHOLL 27, 28, 42, 53
FALCONER, NEW YORK
STITT 6
FAMILY DOCTOR
SPURLOCK 15-16
FAMILY HERITAGE - INFLUENCE OF DUSTAN 6
FAMILY PHYSICIAN
GAMBLE 2-3
FAMILY PLANNING
MORANI 83-87
SCUDDER 51-52, 60
FAMILY PLANNING INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE GROUP
MORANI 84
FAMILY PLANNING - CONGRESS IN FAR EAST
MORANI 83-86
FAMILY PRACTICE PROGRAM
SCHOLL 33
FAMILY PRACTICE SPECIALTY
KARATINOS 52
FAMILY PRACTICE - IMAGE OF DOBLY 25, 44
FAMILY PRACTICE - SPECIALTY CHOICE DOBLY 25, 27
FAMILY PRACTICE - SPECIALTY INTEREST DOCKING 33, 35
FAMILY REUNION
SCUDDER 9-10
FAMILY - OPPOSITION TO DIVORCE STURGIS 27
FAMILY - OPPOSITION TO FIRST HUSBAND STURGIS 17-19, 20
FAMILY - RECONCILIATION WITH STURGIS 22
FAMILY - REJECTION BY STURGIS 20
FAMILY-CENTERED MATERNITY CARE MAGEE 41, 42
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
DE SCHWEINITZ 56
FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA

MCGREW 1, 4

FARMERETTE- WORK AS A
DE SCHWEINITZ 15-16

FARNSWORTH, DR.
HARDY 4

FATHER
BARNES 1-3, 7, 8, 10, 22, 24, 27, 28
BARTUSKA 1-6, 9, 17
BENES 1-4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 18, 20, 23, 25
BENNERT 1-6, 8, 13, 20
BRAUNWALD 1-7, 9-10, 11, 13
BRUCE 1-6, 8-11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 25, 38
CLARK 1-4, 5
CONLEY 1-5, 7, 10
DE SCHWEINITZ 1-2, 4-7, 10, 12, 17, 21
DOCKING 1-10, 12, 14, 19-21, 46-47
DOLBY 1-5, 7, 8, 9
DUSTAN 1, 3, 7, 8, 18, 26
FAY 1, 2, 4
GAMBLE 1-2, 13, 14, 20
HASELTINE 1-13, ET PASSIM
HELLER 1 ET PASSIM
Herman 1-3, 22
HOLMES 1-8, 40
HOWELL 1-4, 5, 11, 17, 18, 20, 31-32
JEFFRIES 1-3, 4, 5, 7
KARATINGS 1-5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 18, 19
KOENEKE 1-9, 14
MAGEE 1-4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 44-45
MCGREW 1-4, 7-8, 10, 12, 17, 19, 20
MICHAELSON 1-4, 5, 9-12, 14-15, 23
MORAN 1-7, 18
NICHOLS 1-5, 11
SCHOLL 1-3, 4-7, 12, 15
SCUDDER 1-7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 61
SHAINESS 2-5, 6-7
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 2-9, 16
SOULE 1-7, 10, 11, 15, 17-18, 24
SPIEGEL 1-2, 6, 7, 16
SPURLOCK 1-6, 10-13, 23
STITT 1-7, 13, 15, 19, 21-23, 26, 31, 54-55
STURGIS 1-5, 8, 10, 12, 13-16, 18, 23, 25, 30
THOMAS 1-6, 8-9, 22, 23, 33, 44, 67
WILSON 1-3, 4
FATHER- A BANKER
BARNES 1
HELLER 1

FATHER- A BRILLIANT MAN
HASELTINE 6, 9, 10
FATHER- A BUSINESSMAN
HOWELL 1-2
SAINNESS 3
FATHER- A CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST
SOULE 1
FATHER- A CONSERVATIVE PERSON
BARNES 13
FATHER- A DISCOURAGING INFLUENCE
STITT 16
FATHER- A FARMER
DUSTAN 1, 4-5
MICHAELSON 2
FATHER- A FURNITURE MAKER
SCHOLL 2-3
FATHER- A GEOLOGIST
KARATINOS 2
FATHER- A GROCER
BARTUSKA 1, 6
FATHER- A LAWYER
HARDY 1
FATHER- A LIBERAL
STITT 2
FATHER- A LIBRARIAN
SOULE 1, 6
FATHER- A MACHINIST
GAMBLE 1
FATHER- A MANUFACTURER
STITT 1
FATHER- A MINISTER
SCUDDER 2, 3
FATHER- A PACIFIST
SOULE 1
FATHER- A PHYSICIAN
BRAUNWALD 1
DOCKING 1
DOLBY 1
SIRRIDGE, MARY 4-5, 7, 8-9, 10-11
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 3-5, 7, 10-11, 12
SPIEGEL 1
FATHER- A PHYSICIST
HASELTINE 2, 9
THOMAS 2
FATHER- A POSTMASTER
STITT 1
FATHER- A ROLE MODEL
BRAUNWALD 2-3
CONLEY 3
FATHER- A SCULPTOR
MORANI 1, 3-4
FATHER- A SKILLED LABORER
NICHOLS 2
FATHER- A STORE OWNER
SCHOLL 2

FATHER- A STRICT DISCIPLINARIAN
HASELTINE 3, 4-5

FATHER- A SUPPORTIVE INFLUENCE
SOULE 4

FATHER- AN ACADEMIC
CONLEY 1

FATHER- AN AUDIO ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
SCHOLL 1

FATHER- AN AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC
SPURLOCK 1

FATHER- AN ENCOURAGING INFLUENCE
CLARK 10
DE SCHWEINITZ 5
KOENEKE 14, 15
SCUDDER 4, 18

FATHER- AN ENGINEER
BENES 1
BRUCE 1
WILSON 1

FATHER- AN EXECUTIVE
HELLER 1

FATHER- ANGER OF
STITT 5

FATHER- ATTITUDE TOWARDS EDUCATION OF
STITT 4, 5

FATHER- BUSINESSMAN
BENNETT 2

FATHER- COLLEGE PROFESSOR
CLARK 1
HERMAN 1

FATHER- DEATH OF
HARDY 1, 2
KARATINOS 37, 41

FATHER- DIFFICULT PERSONALITY OF
HASELTINE 3-10, 13

FATHER- DISCOURAGING INFLUENCE
HASELTINE 9, 29, 41

FATHER- ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 2

FATHER- EMPLOYED BY MILITARY
HASELTINE 4, 9-10

FATHER- FAILURE TO SHOW AFFECTION
STITT 3-4

FATHER- FROM PIONEER FAMILY
BENNETT 2

FATHER- ILLNESS OF
DOOLBY 2, 5, 7, 10, 17
DUSTAN 1, 9, 19
THOMAS 42, 43
FATHER- LUTHERAN PASTOR
HOLMES 1
FATHER- MENTAL BREAKDOWN OF
HASELTINE 3-4, 38
FATHER- METHODIST MINISTER
KOENEKE 1
FATHER- MORAVIAN BISHOP
DE SCHWEINITZ 1
FATHER- MUSICIAN
MAGEE 1
FATHER- NEGATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WOMEN
BARNES 2-3
FATHER- NON-CONFORMIST
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 2-3, 6
FATHER- NON-RELIGIOUS
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 7
FATHER- OPPOSITION TO MARRIAGE
BARNES 42-43
FATHER- OPPOSITION TO MEDICAL SCHOOL
HASELTINE 58, 60
FATHER- RESENTMENT TOWARDS
HASELTINE 9
FATHER- SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN
STURGIS 1-2
FATHER- SUICIDE OF
MCGREW 15-16
FATHER-IN-LAW
DOCKING 37, 38, 39
FATHERHOOD- PSYCHOLOGY OF
SHAINNESS 86-87
FAX, ELTON
THOMAS 39
FAY, MARION
BARTUSKA 66
STURGIS 31, 60-63, 65, 66, 72-74, 78
FAY, SIDNEY
THOMAS 21
FAY, SIDNEY 8.
DE SCHWEINITZ 20
FEE-FOR-SERVICE
DUSTAN 50
FEINGOLD, MURRAY
HOLMES 74
FELLOWSHIP IN HEMATOLOGY
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 44-46
FELLOWSHIP- AT JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
BARTUSKA 26, 34, 36-39
FELLOWSHIP- AT WMCP
BARTUSKA 34
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL SCHOOL
MORANI 27-28

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS IN COLLEGE
KARATINGS 14-15
MCGREW 12-13, 15
FINLEY, ELLEN
DE SCHWEINITZ 29
FISHER, DR.
HARDY 60
FISHMAN, AL
HARDY 50
FITZHUGH, TOM
STURGIS 53
FITZWILLIAM (NH)
STURGIS 75
FLEMING, ARTHUR
STITT 85
FLIEGEL, HILDA
MORANI 24-25
FLIPPIN, HARRISON
STURGIS 53
FLOCKS, RUBIN
MICHAELSON 29
FLOWER AND FIFTH AVENUE HOSPITAL (NYC)
SOULE 63
FLU EPIDEMIC
DE SCHWEINITZ 15, 16, 23
MICHAELSON 10-11
SCUDDER 2
FLU EPIDEMIC—WORK AS A NURSE DURING
DE SCHWEINITZ 16
FOLK MEDICINE
HOWELL 58
FOOD POISONING
SCUDDER 10
FORBES, TCM
BARNES 17
FORD, BETTY
DUSTAN 46
FORD, HENRY
STURGIS 8
FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES
KARATINGS 52, 53
FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION
HARDY 3
FORT DODGE, IOWA
MICHAELSON 51, 55, 57
FORT MEADE
THOMAS 48, 49, 50, 74
FORT RILEY (KANSAS)
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 54-55
FOSTER PARENTS

BROWN 11, 17-18, 29, 31, 43, 51, 56, 79

FOSTER, JOHN

Gamble 24

FOULKE, EDITH

McGrew 7

FOX, RENEE

Gamble 35

FOX, EVA

Fay 49

FOX, MAURICE

HASELTINE 117-118

FRANCE- VISIT TO

HELLER 13-14

FRANKFURTER, FELIX

Hardy 40, 48

FRANKLIN CITY HOSPITAL (MASS)- PEDIATRICS CLINIC

Hardy 29-30

FRANKLIN, JOHN

MAGEE 42

FREEMAN, SAM

Brown 39

FRENCH HORN- STUDY OF

HASELTINE 11, 35, 45

FREUD, ANNA

Shainess 74-75

FREUD, SIGMUND

Herman 44-45, 47

Koeneke 34

Shainess 38-39 ET PASSIM

FREWSBURG HIGH SCHOOL

Stitt 24

FREWSBURG, NEW YORK

Stitt 1

FRIEDAN, BETTY

MAGEE 58

Shainess 88, 91

THOMAS 68, 74

FRIENDS FOR ALL CHILDREN (ADOPTION AGENCY)

Soule 44

FRIENDSHIPS- ADULT

BARNES 66

BARTUSKA 69

BENES 49, 58

BENNETT 41, 42-43

BRAUNWALD 50

BROWN 33, 81

BRUCE 46

CLARK 35-36
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MEDICAL ADMINISTRATORS
WILSON 79
MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSIONS TEST
STURGIS 65
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA, SEE WMCP
MEDICAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
SPURLOCK 23
MEDICAL COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS
MCGREW 47-48
MEDICAL EDUCATION
BARNES 51-52
BENES 55
DOLBY 51-52
FAY 31-33
GAMBLE 40
HELLER 46
HOWELL 53-54, 55
NICHOLS 34
SCHOLL 47
SOULE 49-50, 61
SPURLOCK 44
STITT 90
WILSON 66-70
MEDICAL EDUCATION- CHANGES IN
BARTUSKA 49-50
FAY 31-32
HASELTINE 112
HOLMES 74
MCGREW 40-41
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 78
MEDICAL EDUCATION- COST OF
WILSON 77
MEDICAL EDUCATION- HUMANISM IN
SCHOLL 47
MEDICAL ETHICS
DUSTAN 38-40
MEDICAL INSURANCE
DOLBY 56
MEDICAL PROFESSION
DOCKING 40
MEDICAL QUALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE
CONLEY 53-54, 60
MEDICAL SCHOOL
BARNES 16-28
BARTUSKA 20-27
BENES 31-37, 49-50
BENNITT 22-26
BRAUNWALD 16-23
BROWN 28, 34-43
BRUCE 12, 15, 20-27
CLARK 16-18
CONLEY 14, 22-25
DE SCHWEINITZ 26-33, 39-40
DOCKING 28-36, 45
DOLBY 21-26
DUSTAN 13-19
GAMBLE 30-39
HARDY 13-21, 23
HASELTINE 51, 53, 54, 56-70, 72-74
HELLER 32-44
HERMAN 19-20, 23-27
HOLMES 28-36
HOWELL 21-28
JEFFRIES 20-31, 44
KARATINOS 20, 35-52, 61, 63, 64, 66-67
KOEKEKE 16, 22-36
MAGEE 15, 20-27, 31, 35
MCGRW 17-25
MICHAELSON 19-21, 26-29
MORANI 27-35
NICHOLS 18-24
SCHOLL 33, 37-44, 47
SCUDDER 16, 22-23, 28
SHAINNESS 11-23, 26-29
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 19-36
SOULE 27-28, 30
SPIEGEL 18-22, 23, 33
SPURLOCK 18-19, 22-28, 43
STITT 10, 26-29, 31-38, 90
STURGIS 30-37, 42-44
THOMAS 23-35
WILSON 18-27
MEDICAL SCHOOL DEANSHIPS- CANDIDATE FOR
WILSON 75
MEDICAL SCHOOL PRESIDENT- DESIRE TO BECOME A
HASELTINE 128
MEDICAL SCHOOL VICE PRESIDENCIES- CANDIDATE FOR
WILSON 75
MEDICAL SCHOOL - APPENDICITIS IN
HASELTINE 73
MEDICAL SCHOOL - APPLICATION TO
BARNES 12
BARTUSKA 20
BENES 27-28
HELLER 38-40
JEFFRIES 20
KARATINOS 16, 17, 18, 32
MCGREW 17, 18, 21
NICHOLS 18
SCHOLL 30-33
SOULE 28
SPURLOCK 22
MEDICAL SCHOOL - BASIC SCIENCES IN
GAMBLE 30
MEDICAL SCHOOL - BLACK STUDENTS IN
GAMBLE 31-32
MEDICAL SCHOOL - CHANGE OF STUDENTS' VALUES IN
SOULE 33
MEDICAL SCHOOL - CHOICE OF
BENNETT 21
CONLEY 22
DE SCHWEINITZ 18, 26
DOCKING 28
DUSTAN 13
HOLMES 20-21
MAGEE 14-15, 19-20
SCUDDER 21-22
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 25-26
STURGIS 8-9, 30
MEDICAL SCHOOL - CLASS PRESIDENT IN
BENES 36
MEDICAL SCHOOL - CLINICAL ROTATIONS
KARATINOS 42-51
MEDICAL SCHOOL - COMPETITIVENESS IN
BARNES 21
BARTUSKA 26
BRUCE 25
CONLEY 24
DE SCHWEINITZ 33
HARDY 19
HERMAN 25-26
HOLMES 32
KARATINOS 41
KOENEKE 27
MAGEE 24
MCGREW 24
MICHAELSON 26-27
SCHOLL 37
SPIEGEL 20-21
SPURLOCK 25
STITT 43
WILSON 25
MEDICAL SCHOOL- CONSIDERATION OF DROPPING OUT OF
JEFFRIES 27
MEDICAL SCHOOL- CONTRACTION OF SCARLET FEVER IN
HARDY 23
MEDICAL SCHOOL- CRISIS PERIOD
HOLMES 34-35
MEDICAL SCHOOL- DATING DURING
BROWN 40-41
BRUCE 23-24
MEDICAL SCHOOL- DISCRIMINATION IN
BARNES 17
CONLEY 22-23, 26
DE SCHWEINITZ 28-29, 31
HELLER 32-33, 40
KARATINOS 39, 67
MAGEE 21
MCGREW 22, 24
MICHAELSON 26
SHAINESS 16
MEDICAL SCHOOL- DISCRIMINATION IN ADMISSIONS
KARATINOS 16, 32-33
MEDICAL SCHOOL- DURING WORLD WAR II
MCGREW 18-19
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 27-28, 30
MEDICAL SCHOOL- ENCOURAGING FACULTY
BENNETT 25
KOENEKE 24-25, 27-28
SHAINESS 14-15
MEDICAL SCHOOL- EXCLUSION OF WOMEN FROM GENITOURINARY TRAINING
SHAINESS 22
MEDICAL SCHOOL- EXPERIENCE WITH UROLOGY IN
DE SCHWEINITZ 27
KOENEKE 25
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 39
MEDICAL SCHOOL- FACULTY
WILSON 21-23
MEDICAL SCHOOL- FAILING ONE YEAR OF
BRUCE 25
MEDICAL SCHOOL- FINANCING OF
GAMBLE 36
MEDICAL SCHOOL- FIRST IN CLASS
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 28, 33
THOMAS 27
MEDICAL SCHOOL- HARASSMENT IN CLINICAL YEARS
KARATINOS 42-51
MEDICAL SCHOOL- HOME DELIVERIES OF BABIES
BENNETT 26
MEDICAL SCHOOL- HOSTILITY TOWARDS WOMEN IN HERMAN 26
MEDICAL SCHOOL- ILLNESS DURING SHAINESS 21-22
MEDICAL SCHOOL- INFLUENTIAL FACULTY DE SCHWEINITZ 31-33 SHAINESS 18-19
MEDICAL SCHOOL- LACK OF COMPETITIVENESS IN HASELTINE 65
MEDICAL SCHOOL- LACK OF SEX EDUCATION IN SHAINESS 31
MEDICAL SCHOOL- LONELINESS IN SHAINESS 27-28
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRE- ENTRANCE INTERVIEW BY BARTUSKA 21 BRAUNWALD 17 BRUCE 21 CONLEY 19-20 DOCKING 29-30
DOLBY 21
HARRY 17
HOLMES 26-28
JEFFRIES 21-22
MICHAELSON 20-21
STITT 27-28
WALCOTT 20
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRE-ENTRANCE INTERVIEWS
BENES 28-31
BENNETT 48-49
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRE-ENTRANCE INTERVIEWS BY
GAMBLE 24-25, 28, 29
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRE-ENTRANCE INTERVIEWS
HERMAN 20
KARATINOS 17-18, 21, 33
MAGEE 20
MCGREW 19
SCHOLL 37-38, 49-50
SHAINES 12-13
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 26-27
SPIEGEL 18
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PREGNANCY DURING
HOWELL 22, 27
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRESSURES IN
DUSTAN 17
MCGREW 42
MEDICAL SCHOOL- PRIZE WON IN
WILSON 22
MEDICAL SCHOOL- ROLE MODELS IN
BENES 31
MEDICAL SCHOOL- SCHOLASTIC PRESSURE IN
STURGIS 32, 34
MEDICAL SCHOOL- SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN
BROWN 40
MEDICAL SCHOOL- SLEEP ROOM PROBLEMS
DE SCHWEINITZ 39-40
MEDICAL SCHOOL- SUCCESS IN CLINICAL YEARS
HOLMES 31
MEDICAL SCHOOL- SURGERY IN
SPURLOCK 23
MEDICAL SCHOOL- TUBERCULOSIS DURING
STURGIS 37-41, 43, 80
MEDICAL SCHOOL- WIVES' CLUB
HASELTINE 61
MEDICAL SCHOOL- WOMEN FACULTY IN
BARNES 21
BRAUNWALD 20-21
BROWN 42
DOCKING 32
HASELTINE 66
MEDICAFÉ
BARTUSKA 49
MICHAELESCN 18, 48, 51, 56, 57
SPURLOCK 40
STITT 84
MEDICINE AS A CAREER
SPIEGEL 36-37
MEDICINE- CONSIDERATION OF, AS A CAREER
FAY 1-2
MEDITATION
SOULE 51, 65-68
MEHARRY MED COLL
BROWN 68
GAMBLE 27, 33, 40
NICHOLS 20, 21
SPURLOCK 27, 28
WILSON 77
MEHARRY MED COLL- DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN AT
SPURLOCK 32-33
MEHARRY MED COLL- DISCRIMINATION AT
BROWN 36, 39-40
MEHARRY MED COLL- FACULTY AT
BROWN 52-54
MEHARRY MED COLL- RESIDENT AT
BROWN 45, 49-52
MEHARRY MED COLL- STUDENT AT
BROWN 34-43
MEHARRY MED COLL- TEACHING AT
BROWN 54
MEIER, PAUL
STURGIS 54
MEIER, TONY
CLARK 29
MEKORYUK, ALASKA
MICHAELESCN 40
MEMBER OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGERY
SCUDDER 32
MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING HOSPITAL
SCHOLL 21, 25
MEN- OPINIONS ABOUT
GAMBLE 2
MENDENHALL, DOROTHY REED
DE SCHWEINITZ 19
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
CLARK 37
MENINGIOMA
HARDY 45, 53, 58-59
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
CLARK 13
MENOPAUSE- HORMONE THERAPY FOR
BARTUSKA 55
MIDWIVES
BARNES 55-56
HASELTINE 122-123
MAGEE 40, 41
SCUDDER 54, 55.
STURGIS 7
MIGRAINE HEADACHES
SPURLOCK 42
MILES, CATHARINE
DE SCHWEINITZ 65, 66
MILLER, C., ARDEN
DE SCHWEINITZ 73-74, 82
MILLER, FRANK
BRUCE 31-32
MILLER, HERBERT
DE SCHWEINITZ 75-77, 82, 89
HOLMES 37, 54-55, 65, 66
MILLER, JUNE
DE SCHWEINITZ 74-75, 76
MILLER, KIRBY
BARNES 14
MILLER, NORMAN
STITT 46
MILLIKEN, ROBERT
THOMAS 8, 12
MILLS, BRONWYN
KARATINOS 10
MILNER, VIRGINIA HELM
DE SCHWEINITZ 30
MILTON ACADEMY
HOWELL 51
MILWAUKEE COUNTY HOSPITAL- INTERNSHIP
MCGREW 26-29
MINDEN, NEBRASKA
DOLBY 6
MINNEAPOLIS GENERAL HOSPITAL
MCGREW 13
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
HOWELL 8, 17
MINNESOTA- BIRTHPLACE
HOLMES 1
KOE-NKE 1
MCGREW 1
MINORITY MEDICAL STUDENTS
WILSON 77-78
MIRAJ MEDICAL CENTER (INDIA)
SCUDDER 56
MISCARRIAGE
HASELTINE 46, 48
MISSIONARIES- IN FAMILY
BENES 1
MISSIONARIES- VISITS FROM
DE SCHWEINITZ 12
MISSIONARIES- WOMEN PHYSICIAN
DE SCHWEINITZ 29-30
MISSIONARY MED SCHOOL FOR WOMEN, SEE CHRISTIAN MEDI COLL (INDIA)
MISSIONARY WORK
SCUDDER 28-31, 33-40, 55, 63
MISSIONARY WORK (MALAYA)
HOLMES 43-52
MISSIONARY WORK (TANZANIA)
HOLMES 58-59, 62-64
MISSIONARY WORK- DISCRIMINATION IN
HOLMES 49-50, 61-62
MISSIONARY WORK- IN CLINICS
HOLMES 47-52
MISSIONARY WORK- IN TEACHING HOSPITAL
HOLMES 63
MISSIONARY WORK- INTEREST IN
SCUDDER 16
MISSIONARY WORK- LACK OF SALARY FOR
HOLMES 44-45
MISSIONARY WORK- POSSIBILITY IN SOUTH INDIA
HOLMES 61-62
MISSIONARY- DECISION TO BECOME
DE SCHWEINITZ 5, 14, 17-18
SCUDDER 17, 23
MISSIONARY- DESIRE TO BECOME
BENES 14
HOLMES 24, 42
KOENEKE 16
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 23
MITCHELL, JULIET
SHAINNESS 92, 93
MOJAVE DESERT
HASELTINE 8
MONK, MARY
THOMAS 60
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
THOMAS 1
MONTE VISTA, COLORADO
DOLBY 32, 37, 38, 39
MONTESSORI SCHOOL
HESSLER 31, 37
MONTREAL ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL- RESIDENCY AT
DUSTAN 20
MOODY EIBLE INSTITUTE (CHICAGO)
SCUDDER 2
MOODY, DWIGHT L.
SCUDDER 12
MOORE, BURNESS
SHAINNESS 97
MOORE, DOROTHEA
HARDY 20
MOORE, J. EARLE
THOMAS 58
MOORE, SAM
BARNES 25
MORANI, ALMA DEA
FAY 12
HOWELL 56
KOENEKE 37
MORAVIAN COLLEGE (BETHLEHEM, PA)
DE SCHWEINITZ 10
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE
SPURLOCK 25
MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
THOMAS 39
MORGAN, ANN
SCUDDER 21
MORGAN, ROBIN
SPURLOCK 39
THOMAS 67
MORIARTY, COMMISSIONER
HARDY 39
MORRIS, JOHN MCLEAN
BARNES 30
MORRIS, PAUL
HELLER 28
MORRIS, SARAH
STURGIS 35, 38
MOSES, BESSIE
THOMAS 46
MOSHER, CLELIA
CLARK 8, 12-15
MOSIER, EDWARD
STITT 90-91
MOSK, STANLEY
HASELTINE 15
MOTHER
BARNES 2, 3-6, 7, 8, 12-13, 14, 24
BARTUSKA 4, 5, 6-9, 17
BENES 4-7, 11, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 51
BENNITT 1, 2-8, 45
BRAUNWALD 3-7, 11
BROWN 1-6, 11, 12, 13, 21
BRUCE 1-13, 16, 22, 25, 38
CLARK 1, 2, 3-7
CONLEY 1, 3-8, 10, 18-19
DE SCHWEINITZ 6-3, 11-12, 17, 21
DOCKING 2-13, 14, 18-22, 46-47
DOLBY 1, 2-3, 4, 6-9, 16, 17, 18, 34, 59
DUSTAN 1-3, 5, 8, 18
FAY 1
GAMBLE 1-10, 12, 15, 21, 22
HARDY 1-5, 7-8, 10, 12, 13, 37, 61
HASELTINE 3-5 ET PASSIM
HELLER 1-7, 16, 19, 22, 27-30, 35, 37, 45
HERMAN 2-7, 14-15
HOLMES 3-4, 6-9, 16, 40, 53
HOWELL 2, 3-6, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 31-32, 43
JEFFRIES 3-7
KARATINOS 4-8, 9, 12, 37
KOENEKE 2, 5-11
MAGEE 3-5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 19, 44-45
MCGREW 1, 3-6, 7-8, 11, 12, 15-18, 51-52, 54
MICHAELSON 3-8, 9-10, 12, 14, 23, 44, 48
MORANI 1-6, 18, 27
NICHOLS 3-10, 11, 12, 13, 44
SCHOLL 3-8, 15, 33
SCUDDER 2, 4-7, 8, 13, 14, 18
SCHAINNESS 1-5, 6, 7-9, 11
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 3-11, 16
SOULE 3-7, 10-11, 13-15, 17-18, 24, 47
SPIEGEL 1, 2-3, 4-8, 16
SPURLOCK 2-10, 12-13, 16, 23, 37, 42
STITT 2-23, 25, 26, 44, 54-55
STURGIS 2, 5-7, 12, 15-16, 80
THOMAS 2-15, 22, 23, 27, 33, 42, 43
WILSON 2, 3-7, 9, 16
MOTHER - A BUSINESS PERSON
SCHOLL 4
MOTHER - A DIETICIAN
DOLBY 1, 5, 6, 8
MOTHER - A DISCOURAGING INFLUENCE
STITT 16
MOTHER - A DOMESTIC WORKER
SPURLOCK 4
MOTHER - A HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
HOWELL 4
MOTHER - A HOUSEWIFE
HOWELL 4
MOTHER - A PHYSICIAN
DOCKING 2
SIRRIDGE, MARY 1-16
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 1-17
SPIEGEL 5
MOTHER - A PIANO TEACHER
BRUCE 13
MOTHER - A PROGRAM ANALYST
NICHOLS 5
MOTHER - A PSYCHOLOGIST
HERMAN 4
MOTHER - A ROLE MODEL
  CONLEY 3
  HERMAN 6
  SPIEGEL 14
MOTHER - A SECRETARY
  JEFFRIES 4
MOTHER - A SUFFRAGETTE
  HARDY 3, 4
MOTHER - A VERY INTELLIGENT WOMAN
  SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 15
MOTHER - A WELL-KNOWN ARTIST
  SHAINESS 2, 7
MOTHER - A WELLESLEY GRADUATE
  HARDY 4
MOTHER - ABILITY TO COMPARTMENTALIZE OF
  SIRRIDGE, MARY 8
MOTHER - ABORTIONS OF
  STITT 46-47
MOTHER - AN ARTIST
  SOULE 3
MOTHER - AN ASTRONOMER
  THOMAS 6, 9
MOTHER - AN EDUCATED WOMAN
  HOLMES 6
  MORANI 2
MOTHER - AN ENCOURAGING INFLUENCE
  CLARK 10
  HOLMES 19-20
  HOWELL 21
  KOENEKE 14
  SPURLOCK 13
  WILSON 6
MOTHER - AN EXPERT THEORETICIAN
  SIRRIDGE, MARY 4-5
MOTHER - AN INTELLIGENT WOMAN
  BARNES 5-6, 10
  HOWELL 4
MOTHER - AN INTERIOR DECORATOR
  BRAUNWALD 4
MOTHER - ANGER TOWARDS
  SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 5-6
MOTHER - ATTITUDE TO HOUSEWORK
  HERMAN 3, 5
MOTHER - ATTITUDE TOWARDS HERSELF
  SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 14
MOTHER - AVAILABILITY OF
  SIRRIDGE, MARY 2-3, 4, 6, 8
  SPIEGEL 5, 6
MOTHER - CHILDBIRTH EXPERIENCE OF
  STITT 12-13
MOTHER- CHILDHOOD PROBLEMS OF HASELTINE 14-15
MOTHER- CLOSENESS TO SIRRIDGE, MARY 11
MOTHER- COLLEGE EDUCATION OF HASELTINE 14-16
MOTHER- COMMUNITY WORK OF HELLER 5, NICHOLS 6, 7
MOTHER- CONFLICT WITH CONLEY 6, MCGREW 5-6, 10
MOTHER- COPING ABILITY OF SIRRIDGE, MARY 9, 13-15
MOTHER- COPING STRATEGIES SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 14-15
MOTHER- DEATH OF GAMBLE 9, 18, 24, 32, 38, 49
MOTHER- EMOTIONAL MAKE-UP OF SIRRIDGE, MARY 3
MOTHER- EXPERIENCES OF, IN ACADEMIA SIRRIDGE, MARY 13-14
MOTHER- FRIENDSHIPS OF GAMBLE 9
MOTHER- FROM A WEALTHY FAMILY HARDY 3-4
MOTHER- FROM NOBLE FAMILY MORANI 4
MOTHER- FROM PIONEER FAMILY BENNETT 2
MOTHER- FROM POOR FAMILY KARATINOS 5
MOTHER- HANDLING OF SEX EDUCATION HARDY 8
MOTHER- HARDSHIPS SUFFERED BY SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 15-16
MOTHER- ILLNESS OF BRUCE 4, DOLBY 3, 10, KOENEKE 2, 10, THOMAS 44, 67
MOTHER- IN FAVOR OF WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE KOENEKE 6, 8, 9
MOTHER- INFLUENCE OF SIRRIDGE, MARY 12, 15-16, SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 11-12, 13, 16, SPIEGEL 7-8
MOTHER- INTEREST IN NURSING BARNES 3
MOTHER- JEWISH HASELTINE 8, 14
MOTHER- MASTECTOMY OF GAMBLE 29
MOTHER- MENTAL BREAKDOWN OF HASELTINE 6-8, 40
MOTHER- NERVOUS BREAKDOWN OF GAMBLE 19
MOTHER- PART CHEROKEE INDIAN JEFFRIES 3
MOTHER- PAST INVOLVEMENT WITH COMMUNISM HERMAN 4, 22
MOTHER- PERIOD OF BLINDNESS OF HASELTINE 7, 20-21, 26, 38
MOTHER- PRIDE IN
SIRRIDGE, MARY 3-4
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 3-4
MOTHER- RE-MARRIAGE OF HARDY 1, 2
MOTHER- ROLE CONFLICT OF HERMAN 5-6
SIRRIDGE, MARY 7-8
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 9-10
SPIEGEL 4-5, 6
MOTHER- SCHOOLTEACHER CONLEY 1, 6
KARATINGS 5-6
KOENEKE 7
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 3
MOTHER- STRICTNESS OF BRUCE 6, 10
GAMBLE 9-10
JEFFRIES 4
MOTHER- SUFFRAGETTE FRIENDS OF STURGIS 7-8
MOTHER- SUICIDE ATTEMPT OF GAMBLE 20
MOTHER- TERMINAL ILLNESS OF GAMBLE 34, 39-40
MOTHER- UNAVAILABILITY OF HERMAN 5
SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 2, 4-6, 8-9
MOTHER- USE OF MIDWIVES BY STURGIS 7
MOTHER- VOLUNTEER WORK OF BARNES 3, 4
MOTHER- WAITING FOR SIRRIDGE, STEPHEN 5
MOTHER- WORKING WOMAN BENNETT 5
KARATINGS 5-6
MOTHER-IN LAW DOCKING 38, 39
MOTHERHOOD - PSYCHOLOGY OF
SHAINNESS 83-88, 93-95, 98

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING MEDICINE
BENNETT 19-20
DOCKING 27-28
HOWELL 24
NICHOLS 11
SPURLOCK 16
STITT 37-38

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING MEDICINE - FINANCIAL
BARNES 15-16
BRUCE 19
CONLEY 62
DE SCHWEINITZ 31
DOCKING 27
HELLER 31
HERMAN 21
HOLMES 24, 32
HOWELL 20
KARATINOS 32
KOENEKE 17-18, 26-27
MAGEE 17-18
MORANI 17, 30-31
SCHOLL 34
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 23, 30-31
WILSON 17

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING MEDICINE - MALE COLLEAGUES'
BARNES 19-20
BENES 33
BENNETT 24
BROWN 42
BRUCE 24
CLARK 17
DE SCHWEINITZ 31
DOCKING 31
HASELTINE 64
HERMAN 25
HOLMES 32
JEFFRIES 25
KOENEKE 26
MAGEE 23
MICHAELSON 27
MORANI 30
SCHOLL 41
SHAINNESS 13
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 30
STITT 36
STURGIS 36
WILSON 26
MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING MEDICINE - SCIENTIFIC INTEREST

BARNES 16, 20
BARTUSKA 20
BENES 14
BRAUNWALD 16
CLARK 16
CONLEY 21
DOCKING 27
HASELTINE 54
HOLMES 24
JEFFRIES 19
KARATINOS 38
MCGREW 20
MICHAELSON 16
NICHOLS 14
SCHOLL 34
SCUDDER 15
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 23-24
SOULE 31
SPIEGEL 16
THOMAS 25
WILSON 18

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING MEDICINE - SERVICE

BARNES 16, 20
BENES 14
BRAUNWALD 16
BROWN 30-31
BRUCE 19-20
CLARK 15
CONLEY 21
DOCKING 27
DOLBY 26
DUSTAN 9, 10
HARDY 16
HELLER 31
HERMAN 21
HOLMES 24
HOWELL 20
JEFFRIES 19
KARATINOS 12
KOENEKE 20-22
MAGEE 18
MCGREW 20
MICHAELSON 16, 28
MORAN 17, 30, 33
NICHOLS 13
SCHOLL 34
SHAINNESS 13-14
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 23
SOULE 30
NANAPITCHUK, ALASKA
MICHAELSON 39-41
NANTICEKE, PENNSYLVANIA
BARTUSKA 1
NASH, DOROTHY
WILSON 23-24
NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
BROWN 77
NATION, CARRIE
SIRRIDGE, MARJORIE 6
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE
BROWN 82
NICHOLS 7
SPURLOCK 43
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN ARTISTS
SHAINESS 8
NATIONAL BOARDS
CONLEY 60, 61
MAGEE 26
SHAINESS 21
NATIONAL BOARDS- HIGHEST SCORE ON SECOND HALF
DE SCHWEINITZ 40
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
BARNES 39
THOMAS 75
NATIONAL HEALTH CORPS PHYSICIAN
DOLBY 44, 45
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
SCHOLL 51
NATIONAL HEART INSTITUTE
BRAUNWALD 28, 52
NATIONAL HEART INSTITUTE- WORK AT
BRAUNWALD 35-37
NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE
DUSTAN 53
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
THOMAS 75
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
DUSTAN 53
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH- WORK AT
WILSON 55-60
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE- WORK AT
WILSON 56-57, 58, 79
NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
BROWN 77
GAMBLE 43
MCGREW 48
NICHOLS 41
SPURLOCK 27, 40-41
NATIONAL NEGRO HISTORY WEEK
BROWN 70-71
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
  BROWN 72-73
  HARDY 53, 59
  SOULE 49, 70
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION - WORK FOR
  MCGREW 24
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
  WILSON 39
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FELLOWSHIP
  THOMAS 40-41, 49
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
  CLARK 27
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
  SPURLOCK 43
NATIVE MEDICINE
  SCUDDER 54-55
NATURAL CHILDBIRTH
  BARNES 55
  HASELTINE 118-119
  HELLER 33
  MICHAELSUN 46-47
  SHAINESS 96
  SOULE 29, 40-42
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION
  HASELTINE 22
NAZARETH, PENNSYLVANIA
  DE SCHWEINITZ 2
NEBRASKA
  SCUDDER 1
NEBRASKA- BIRTHPLACE
  BENNETT 1
NEGUS, PROFESSOR
  SHAINESS 12
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTER - WORK IN
  HOWELL 38, 39, 41, 65, 66-68
NEILSON, WILLIAM ALLEN
  THOMAS 21
NEMIR, ROSA LEE
  THOMAS 27
NESBIT, WELLWOOD
  BENNETT 28-33
NEUBAUER, B.B.
  KOENEKE 38
NEUGARTEN, BERNICE
  DE SCHWEINITZ 85
NEUMANN, CHARLOTTE GRANTZ
  STITT 81
NEURASTHENIA
  SHAINESS 38
NEUROLOGY - INTEREST IN
  HOLMES 36
NEUROLOGY - REJECTION OF, AS SPECIALTY CHOICE
THOMAS 41
NEUROLOGY - STUDY OF
THOMAS 33-34
NEUROPATHOLOGY - FELLOW IN
THOMAS 40-41, 43-44
NEUROPATHOLOGY - INTEREST IN
CONLEY 34
NEUROSURGEON - INTEREST IN BECOMING A
HASELTINE 30-31, 40
NEUROSURGEONS - FEMALE
WILSON 23
NEUROSURGERY EXPERIENCE
THOMAS 34
NEUROSURGERY - SPECIALTY CHOICE
CONLEY 25, 29
NEVELSON, LOUISE
SHAINESS 8
NEW ENGLAND HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN - INTERNSHIP AT
DE SCHWEINITZ 34-38
NEW GUINEA
THOMAS 49, 61
NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
DE SCHWEINITZ 38
NEW JERSEY COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
HELLER 4
NEW ORLEANS
KOENEKE 45
NEW ORLEANS UNIVERSITY
KOENEKE 58
NEW ORLEANS - BIRTHPLACE
FAY 1
NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
SHAINESS 40, 42-43
NEW YORK CITY
HOWELL 18
NEW YORK CITY - BIRTHPLACE
BRAUNWALD 8
HERMAN 1
MORANI 3
SHAINESS 1
NEW YORK FLOWER AND FIFTH AVENUE HOSPITAL
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